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ABSTRACT

Declining enrolment and teacher redundancy have been crucial issues for many

provinces in Canada and the United States for more than two decades.

In Newfoundland and Labrador, declining student enrolment surtaced as a serious

problem in the late 1970's. At that time lobbying by the Newfoundland and

Labrador Teachers' AssociatiOfl played a major role in Government's decision to

enact legislation {The Schools Act (Teachers' Staffing) Regulations) stating that no

more than 2% of any school board's teachers could be lost in anyone school year.

In 1994, the 2"10 regulation was amended 10 phase out. over a two year period, the

total number of teaching units accumulated as a result of allocations under the 2"10

regulation. Amending the 2% regulation meant considerable saving in teacher

salaries to the government.

The Green Bay Integrated School District was ana of the most severely hit

districts in the province. During the 1970's and early 1980's enrolment was fairly

consistent, but by Ihe late 1980's steady declines had begun. A Welcome Back

Program created by the district during the late 1980's and early 1990's encouraged

adults to take courses in local schools and these students were included in

enrolmenl numbers. When the program was discontinued, the district's student



enrolment plummeted. This decline in student enrolment meant that fewer

teachers would be needed. As a consequence of the 2% regulation, the surplUs

teachers were not all lost at one lime. Each year the district cui its numbers by

only four teachers, the maxun1lm that could be lost in anyone year.

In 1994·95, the district had to remove twenty-four teachers, and another sixteen

in 1995·96, as decided by the Department of Education. It is expected that up to

twenty-seven more teachers may be lost in the Green Bay Integrated School

District for the 1996·97 school year as the phase out of the 2% regulation ends.

One would expect that such drastic measures will allect students, teachers, and

administrators in this district.

This thesis looks at the effects of the toss of forty teachers from the Green Bay

Integrated School District over a two year period. The focus is on the eight

schools that offer high school courses, from grades seven to twelve, four of which

are all-grade schools.

The findings reveal thai most schools have had to combine classes, and cui back

on specialty programs and extracurricular activities. In addition, teachers have had

to deal ......ith heavier workloads and have felt adrled stress because of work, job

insecurity and suffering morale.



As a group, the teachers in this district are highly educated and experienced. The

aging of staffs is particularly significant as layoffs done according to seniority result

in the younger, more currently trained teachers being terminated.

Thus far the smaller, all-grade schools have been most negatively affected. Cuts

in their schools have made already heavy teaching loads even heavier. In the

larger schools the loss of leachers has been .easier to accommodate. Optional

courses and some programs have been cu!, but overall I.he effects on lhese

teachers relale more 10 morale and job security issues.

These two matters not only aftectlhe teachers themselves, but may be transferred

to students through 19f1.chers' altitudes and job performance.

iv
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Chapter 1

OUTLINE OF THE STUDY

Introduction

Across Canada for the past twenty-five years, declining student eflrolnent has emerged

as a major educational concem. As a result, much attention has been directed in this

area and ensuing studies and conlerences looked at how best to deal with fewer

students, and the laying 011 of qualified, well-trained teachers, while maintaining a high

quality education. Newfoundland has not been immune to this situation. Indeed, many

school boards have had to close schools, bus students 1000ger distances, and lay oll

teaching personnel.

In the mid 1970's, because the enrolment decline was so extreme in some particular

areas of Newfoundland, the Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers' Association lobbied

Government and found a way to cootrol the number of teacher layoffs in a school board

for a given year. Originally, no board could lose more than three per C9l1t of its teachers

in anyone year, but after a year it was changed to two per cent. This slowed the loss

of teachers and allowed sch(Y.)Is with sharply falling enrolment to continue to offer a fair

standard of education. This regulation, referred to tv many as the 2% clause, was put

into effect in 1979. Since that time enrolments in some school boards declined at a rate

greater than the 3% spec~ied In Teachers' Salaries regulations and were thus able to



retain teachers at a higher rate than other boards. This pool of additional teachers

retained by the school board is referred to as a hold back. Simultaneously, the Province

of Newfoundland was experiencing severe economic conditions with the failure of the cod

fishery and the reduction in Federal transfer payments. Because the govemment needed

to save money the obvious declines in student population made the number of teachers

in 'hold back' a target for budget cuts. Seizing the opportunity, in the spring of 1994 the

Government amended the regulations, ending the 2% savings, giving the affected school

boards three years to layoff all their excess teachers. This was especially severe in the

Green Bay Integrated School District where thirty-five teachers were in hold back AND

enrolments continued to decline. Figure 1 shows the number of teachers employed in

this district from 1973 to 1995.

Figure 1

Number 0" Tee-ching Unlt:s "1 ""73-"1""~
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This thesis. which was conducted in the form of a qualitative case study, determines the

causes, and examines the effects of the loss of forty teac;,ers from the Green Bay

Integrated School Board over a specific two year period. It focuses specifically on high

schools and teachers affected by these extreme cuts.

Researcher's Point of Departure

As a high school teacher in the Green Bay Integrated School District I have seen the

decline in enrolment and the consequential loss of forty teachers from the District's

eighteen schools. I have heard and seen the repercussions this has had on the teachers

and administrators in the District. I feel it is necessary 10 investigate how teachers and

schools have been affected by this intense downsizing.

Background

When the local United Church and Salvation Army schools amalgamated in 1965, the

Green Bay Integrated School District was formed. II is located in central Newfoundland,

on the province's Northeast coast. Statistics from the Department of Education (March,

1990) indicate that this School Board is 100% rural. covering a distance of mora than 150

miles from one end to the other. Thirty per cent of \ts schools are small. The teacher

pupil raUo in 1993-94 was 11.5 using studer,! enrolment of 2314 and 200.75 teachers,

excluding the superintendent and co-ordinators (Press, 1992). tn 1992-93 only five of the

seven co-ordinator units were used as co-ordinators and the remaining two used as

classroom teachers (Moss, 1994).



Economic 8aae 01 Green Bay Area

The Green Bay Integrated School District is located on the Northeast coast of

Newfoundland. Its economic base has coma from resource industries such :IS mining,

fishing and forestry. The larger communities of Baie Verte and Springdale provide

Government and olher services 10 Ihe surrounding smaller lawns. With an almost

complete shutdown of all local mines and a moralorium on the cod fishery, many jobs

haye been losl in Ihese areas, which alone lime were major employers. Forestry jobs

are also being lost as wood sources are depleted and mechanical harvesters replace

manpower.

A! the prE'~gnt time, In Springdale and Baie Verte the largest employer is now Ihe

Government, with employees working In hospitals, senior citizens' homes, post offices,

hwman resource development centres, highways' depots, ferry terminals, community

colleges, and schools. ether major employers include cCilstruction and logging

companies which provide mostly seasonal jobs; small stores which employ primarily part·

time workers; l:l'ld mineral exploration companies which have the most potent1al in 1995

with major mineral discoveries in No,1hern Labrador and on the Island.

Because employment opportunity is so uncertain, many young and middle aged people

leave the area to find more stable work. Some adults go to find jobs, leaving Iheir

children with family members untillhey are settled. later, the children are transferred 10

schools outside the district, usually oult;lde the province.



Student Enrolment

This continual loss of students, indicated in Figure 2, impacts negatively on many facets

of education in the district. Schools are unable to plan, with confidente. for the next

school year. Class size and teacher allocations in each specific school are based on

numbers 01 students expected in September. Timatabling and other scheduling are done,

only to find students move unexpectedly over the summer, throwing Spring plans out of

kilter. The loss of students also means the school risks losing more teaching units the

next year, as the number of teachers is based on student enrolment.

A few examples of the numbers leaving are indicated by the experiences of two schools.

In June 1994, a high school with around 200 students had projected enrolments for the

following September, using numbers from their grades, passes, repeaters, elementary

students going on to grade seven, and so on. In September there were twelve fewer

students than they had projected. The principal explained the seriousness of this loss.

It could mean half a teaching unit 105\ to the school when staffing is determined by the

teaCher-pupil ratio. In another larger high school three students transferred out in May

1995, an unusual time of the year for families to move. The parents had lound work and

everyone had 10 leave. These two cases illustrate the serious decline in student

enrolment which exists in every school in the district.

This out migration, coupled with smaller family sizes has had a significant effect on

education in the Green Bay Integrated School District. At a presentation at the



Symposium on Declining Enrolment, John Harte (1981) said that if Green Bay's enrolment

dropped below 3,200 students it would be devastating. The September 1994 enrolment

for the Green Bay Integrated School District was 2,231, a full 1,000 fewer students than

had been predicted in 1981. So, according to Harte's prediction. this decline in enrolment

could be expected to be truly devastating. Figure 2 illustrates the drastic decline.

Figure 2
Enrolment of Students

0-.... 1...-s'.:...... SchoolDIsI_

The School Board has had to contend with these losses, but until Spring 1994, the 2%

regulation in the teachers' collective agreement had been protecting them from losing

teachers as rapidly as the decline in the num bar of students. This enabled the board to

maintain small rural schools with a relatively high standard of education. Every student

in the district had fair access to schools close to home. Over the years, some small

primary/elementary schools have been closed and/or amalgamated. In the early 1970's



the board had around forty-live schools. In 1994 there were eighteen schools, including

three joint service schools with other boards. With the loss of forty teachers over this two

year period, 1994-95 and 1995-96, more schools are closed, and primary chikiren are

bussed longer distances, some over gravel roads. Also, there are two schools 00 islands

connected by ferries which have interrupted service during winter and spring when Arctic

ice olten make ferry runs impossible. Obviously, it is both impractical and unfeasible to

bus these students to larger schools off the islands.

Causes for the loss ot torty teachers

Welcome Back Program

The Green Bay Integrated School District did not have as severe a decline in enrolment

in the late 1970's and early 1980's as was fett in many other school districts across the

province. Why, then, did this School Board accumulate so many teachers compared to

the number of students?

In 1986. the Green Bay Integrated School District introduced a program which was

innovative aod new to education in the Province. This was called the Welcome Back

Program which gave adults in the District's towns the opportunity to attend classes and

receive high school credits. These courses used the prescribed curriculum of the

Department of Education and were taught by the teachers from local schools. Often the

classes were held at night, but some adults did attend classes with the school aged

students during regular classes in the day. These adult students became part of the



district's student enrolment numbers, and at one time 450 adults were registered with th

board. Teachers were paid for their work w~h income from the Department of Education

based on the regular pupil:teacher ratio. The district was also allOlled more teachers as

the number of students registered wflh the board fncreC'.sed as a resuft of the Welcome

Back Program. There were no teachers in hold back due to lhe 2% clause atlhis time

because 6l1rolment, adjustment to the pupil;teacher ratio, Increase In special units fOlthe

mentally challenged and the like, stabilized the number of teachers needed in the district.

The Welcome Back Program was encouraged by some in the Department of Education,

but because of lobbying by other educational institutions offering adult education and

school boards with much higher pupil:teacher ratios, the Welcome Back Program was

discontinued in the Fall of 1992. With the loss 01 this student bass, the district was

prevented from losing more Ihan four teachers only because of the 2% savings clause.

For the next lWo years, even thousjl enrolment dropped drastically because 0( the loss

of the Welcane Back Program and naturally falling enrolments of school aged children,

teacher losses were minimal. II did mean that when the Govemment and the

Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers' Association ended negotiations in Spring 1994

with the 2% savings clause eliminated from the new collective agreement, the Green Bay

Integrated School District had about thirty·five leachers in hold back. This was

delarmined by using the pupil:teachar ratio 01 23: 1.



2% Rflgulation

The Green Bay Integrated School District has bean negatively affected by the ross of the

2% regulation from the Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers' Associatlon Collective

Agreement that was signed with Government in the Spring of 1994. Since the

Government was under considerable pressure to cut back on spending, savings In the

Education budg9\ could be achieved by decreasing the number 01 teachers. At the same

time the Province planned to restructure the ,ncIucation system In Newfoundland along

interdenominational lines.

Because many areas In Newfoundland had sulfered, and continue to suffer. drastic

declines In enrolment, the 2% regulation was Initiated to maintain a more coostant

number of teachers in school districts. The decline in student enrolments, which has

been a reality f(l( educalion systems in many parts of North America, began to have a

significant impact on Newfoundland sch'lols in the early to mid seventies. Many involved

in education at that lime, iIlcluding the NeWfoundland and labrador Teachers'

Association, school boards. and government, expressed concern over the eHect an abrupt

decline in studenl population would have on school programs, as long as the teacher

allocation formulae continued to be applied on Ihe basis of enrolments. In order to

moderate that e1fecl and to secure some degree 01 stability for the province's schools, the

government passed an amendment 10 the School's Act (Teachers' Salaries) Regulations

in 1979 which read:

-In districts with declining emotments, the reduction of teachers' salary units
in any given year shall be limited 103% of the total units allocated In the
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previous year under Ihese Regulations. excluding allocation s on account of
handicapped or nalive children.·

In further recognition of the problems associated with declining enrolments, Government

amended the regulations in 1982 by replaclng 3% with 2%. The collective agreement for

the period September 1, 1982, 10 August 31, 1984, included a Jelter which guaranteed

that the 2% savings clause would not be amended tor the life of thai agreemenl. A leUer

of guarantee also appeared in every subsequent agreement since 1982.

The inclusion of this savings clause meant that there were a number of Newfoundland

school boards which employed more teachers than they would normally be permilled

under the regular leacher allocation formulae. These positions would disappear because

of the cumulative application of the 2% rule after the decline In enrolments began to level

oul. However, Ihey would be lost at a rate which would give the school boards an

opportunilyto make adjustments in program to minimize the negative educational impact.

After negotiations concluded between Government and the Newfoundland and labrador

Teachers' Association in the Spring of 1994, the collective agreement no longer included

a guarantee to preserve the 2% savings clause. Instead. there was to be a two year

phase out of the savings clause. Schoo! districts no longer had protection against

declining enrolment so teaching units could be lost en masse with major effects to

education in Newfoundland (Newfoundland Teachers' Association, 1993).
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While the 2% savings regu lation existed, the Green Bay Integrated School District could

lose on average no more than four teaching units in one year, regardless of student

enrolment. Since student enrolment continued 10 decline, the School Board had

accumulated more than thIrty-five excess teachers. In the Spring of 1994, using the total

number of teachers in ho!d back in the Province, the Department 01 Education employed

a new formula, which was not made public, to determine the number of teachers allocated

to each district for 1994-95. The Green Bay Integrated School District would lose twenty

four teachers and an assistant superintendent.

Since enrolments were still falling, the number of teachers in hold back continued 10

increase. Consequently, in the Spring of 1995, when the Government inrormed Ihe

School Board 01 Ihe numbers of teachers to be lost, the sixteen units for that year

included four for the maximum allowed under the 2% regulations. The Superintendent,

Dr. Larry Moss, predicts thai in Ihe Spring of 1996, there may be up to twenly-seven

additional leaching units eliminated for the Fall of 1996. This number comes from the

eighteen units still in hold back and another nine due to continuing declines in enrolment

as the valuable protection of the 2% regulation is eliminated. At this time the Green Bay

Integrated School Board will have the appropriate number of teachers according to a

pupil:teacher ratio of 23:1. AdminIstrative personnel such as the Superintendent, Speech

Pathologist, Educational Psychologists, and special criterion referenced units will be also

employed by the School Board, since they are allocated according to a different ratio.
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The removal of these teachers from the school district would mean the Government's

efforts 10 save money could have far reaching effects on the educational opportunities for

sludents in the Green Bay Integrated School District.

Small Schools Allotments

Because the district is rural and has many isolated, small schools, the small schools

allotments mean a great deal to the area. In 1994·95 there were 14.61 units atlributed

10 the small schools allotments and for 1995-96, there will be 13.98 units. The allotments

permit these schools 10 offer adequate programs In schools where the number of

teachers under the regular allocations is insufficient.

These small schools receive special allotments so they can offer comparable programs

to the district's larger schools. The superintendent will have to make decisions regarding

the viability of these small schools and decide how to juggle stalling so that students in

some schools do not have more opportunity than others. This is another indicator of the

complex role of the superintendent in this time of fluctuation.

II is expected that the downturn in the Newfoundland economy, due in part to the

Northern Cod moratorium, will contribute to further declines In student enrolment, as many

rural Newfoundlanders are forced 10 leave the area in search 01 employment. Because

of thase continuing declines in enrolmenl and the loss of the 2% savings clause, the
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Green Bay Integrated School District losllwenty-four teaching positions from June 1994

to September 1994 and sixteen more {O( September 1995.

It appears that such drastic culs In staff numbers could have serious effects on school

programming, morale, and job Insecurity. Schools may be unable 10 olfer a$ many

courses and extracurricular activities to their students as there may be fawer teachers to

work with the studen ts.

How will equal educational opportunity be obtained for the studenls of this rural

Newfoundland district? How will schoots and teachers be affected by such drastic cuts

in their numbers? How will teachers cope with the changes in their workload? Will

teachers have to leach courses in which they have little educational training or

experience? How will principals choose which courses 10 drop? How will the size of

classes be affected? Will low morale and teacher resistance become evident, or will

leachers meet these new challenges optimistically? How will the Green Bay Integratea

School Board plan for such declines?

The Study

In an effort to determine how the Green Bay Integrated School District has been affected

by declining enrolment and teacher redundancy, I asked high school teachers and

principals to describe how their schools had been affected by the loss of teachers. Issues

covered Included the courses and programs high schools have had to discontinue; the
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changes to Individualleacher workloads, and the relationship between age and change

processes of remaining teachers. 'focused primarily on high schools because their

programs, extracurricular activities. and overall structure are greatly affected by the loss

of teachers.

This is not to diminish the impact the loss of teachers has on primary and elementary

schools. Generally teachers allhis level will combine classes 10 make one larger group

instead of two. Their students will be in much larger classes, and teachers will have

many more students 10 teach. Smaller schools have had to establish multi-grading. In

Green Bay only one elementary school has a music teacher and this position was cut in

half, ensuring they would stilt have some exposure to music. Programming is generally

not a prime consideration lor elementary schools but there are other serious

considerations for the primary and elementary schools that greatly impact on the

teachers.

One elementary teacher explained that changes in his school to accommodate the loss

of one teacher meant that classes would be doubled up creating much larger groups.

Four teachers would have to change classrooms to house the number of students going

in 8ach room. He said this ;s a big adjustment. Their rooms are their territory, with

everything armnged the way they want it. Moving will be very traumatic. Three teachers

will change the grade they teach and two will split their time between two grades. In one

all-grade school, they will lose one and a half teaching ur,lts, but they expect Ihal because
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of the reassignment of senior teachers in the district, all of their primary and elementary

classes will be taught by teachers new 10 the school in the nexl year. This may nol be

the case lor all primary and elementary schools In the district, but it does point oul the

negative effects the loss of teaching stall has on the remaining stalf.

Every Senior High School in the Green Bay Integrated School District has had its

numbers cut by at least one leaching unit lor this two year period. Some altha problem s

created by these culs deal with class size, course offerings, extracurricular activities, and

leacher security and morale. These, and other issues will be examined In light 01 the

literature review which is covered in Chapler 2 dealing with declining enrolment. leacher

redundancy and fiscal reslraint.

Chapter 3 describes the methodology used to collect the data and how it was analyzed.

Chapter 4 presents the findings and analyzes the data in terms of the Implications for

schools, teachers, and to a lesser extent, the students. Recommendations are made in

Chapter 5 which reflect the major issues culminating from 1tle case study research.



Ch8jller2

SELECTED REVI EW OF LITERATURE

To set the situation klthe Green Bay Integrated School District in context, I examined the

literature pertaining to decllnilg ervoments, teacher redundancy, and fiscal restraint.

While much of the related literature comes from the mid 1970's and early 1980's,

declining student enrolment and teacher redunda ncy did r'vt become a serious problem

In the Green Bay Integrated School DIstrict until the early 1990's. However, the

experiences 01 other boards and provinces provide a clearer understanding of the Green

Bay situation.

Declining Enrolment

Researchers began to focus on decIiling enroimenlS in the early 1980's. A StatistICS

Canada repOlt from 1984 gave many sociological factors for the low reproductive rales.

These included the changing role of women, particularly their influx rna the WO(kforoe.

Many men and women were deciding to marry laler (l( nol at all and. among married

couples there was delayed child-bearilg or a deliberale choice to remain childess. The

risIng divorce rate and greater availability ot conlraceplion and abortion were also named

as reasons tor the recent propensity 10 smaller families. Such phenomena have had a

dramatic effect on the face of school enrollment in the country. Obviously, fewer students

require fewer schools and fewer teachers (llpovenko, 1984, Brown, 1967).

16
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Media. COVefage of the problem throughout 'he 1980's was equally revealing. Newspaper

articles such as, "School enrolment going down. Future not brIght for teachers' reported

a six per cenl decline in student enrolment over a five year period and a loss of 170

teachers over the same time in Prince Edward Island schools (School enrolment. 1978).

In Newfoundland similar reports emerged. A headline in the March 10, 198<1, I!J..e:

Evening Teleoram read "Province to lose 109leachers.' This article concentraled onlhe

declining enrolment situation in large 51. John's area school boards. In the February 11,

1984, The Evening Telegram another headline read 'Exploits enrolment down and board

is concerned,' This one pointed to the large number of teacher losses expected in the

central Newfoundland area. On November 4, 1987, the~published an article

ent~led, wLevel of education services affected by declining enrolment' which reported a

western Newfoundland board'S concerns wi1h the loss of teachers as well as decreased

educationallunding. Across the province the number of students was decreasing at a

steady rate.

During the 1980's the decline In student enrolment In the Green Bay Integrated School

Distnct was not as dramatic as in olher regions. In a presentation prepared for a

Symposium on Declining Enrolments sponsored by the Department of Education, (March,

1981), John HArte spoke on "Declining Enrolments: A District Perspective'. Having

studied the enrolment patterns of four school districts in the province, one of which was

the Green Bay Integrated, he noted:
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... the decline for the Green Bay Integrated School Board thus far has been
relatively smalt, enrolment projecUons done by the Task Force indicate that by the
end of the century, the student enroknent will be below the three thousand mark.

Even if we arEi optimistic and agree that the Green Bay Board's population wiU
decline to around 3,200. that type of loss to 8 rural board with thirty-two schools
will be devastaling. (p. 8)

What are the potential consequences of the loss of teachers from any school district?

Some Of all of the following consequences are likely 10 apply 10 Newfoundland schools

as well as those across the country. Schools may expect the dropping of particular

subjects, loss of specialist positions for music, physical etjucalion and libraries, combining

of classes In particular grades and the creation of multi-subject and multi-graded

classrooms. There will be an increase in the number of students taught by a teacher, and

teachers will have a greater variety of subjects to teach. A decrease in preparation time

and an increase in the amounl 01 time spent on supervision and extra-curricular activities

are likely to be experienced. Administrators will have more courses to teach, resulting

in les::> available administrative time. just as more demands are being placed on thOse in

leadership positions (Russell, 1981).

The Department of EdlJC8l1on, the Newfoundland and Labi'ador Teachers' Association

and school boards have a responsibility to address the implications of this reality for

aspiring and experienced educators. Since most layoffs In leaching are based on

seniority, surplus and redundancy will likely squeeze out relatively younger teachers, and

cease to create job opportunities for new education graduates. The side effects of this

reality are higher unit costs and no infusion of new blood inlo the teaching force. This
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problem, coupled with the facl thai the teaching force is dominated by middle-age

teachers, will give rise to fewer hirings or promotions in the near future (Projections of

Elementary and Secondary Enrolment, 1980).

Because of school closures and mergers, reassignment and transfers are common.

Many schools have teachers who reside outside the school's boundaries. No new

teachers are hired because there are no positions available. This has resulted in an

aging teaching population, one thai Is accumulating years of seniority; but il has also

resulted in a tremendous accumUlation of professional experience (Murphy, 1986). Also,

some programs may be negatively affected since teachers may be forced 10 teach

outside their speciality teaching areas without appropriate inservicing.

Overall, this situation is likely to lead to a low turnover of teachers and a phenomenon

called "stabi1ily of faces", This is a situation where there )s a lack of new blood and fresh

ideas which lakes a district into stagnation, A stagnant condition occurs as a district's

staff becomes more remote from its last professional and academic training, and

increasingly out of touch with recent developments in its various lields, It also brings

increasing costs per teacher as a district's average teacher's salary moves closer to the

top of scale, Maximum teacher salary does not necessarily purchase better classroom

performance, Also, the 'key' teachers in a school, those who as well as demonstrating

high levels of skill, contribute most to the overall 'life' of the school, are not always the

most senior in length of service, It may well be the enthusiasm and energy of youth
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which contributes most, particularly In cultural and recreational areas. This is particularly

evident in larger secondary schools which have a 101 of extracurricular aclivities. The

majority of teachers involved may be the youngest members 01 staff (Schwartz, 1977).

With most positions removed on the basis of seniority, this may be e:opeclally damaging

in terms of the school's effectiveness.

The "last-in, first-oul" principle means that teachers are reluctant to mova from one

School Board to another and even from one school to another within a district. During

the last twenty years, movement by teachers, both horizontally and vertically has frozen.

Many schools have staffs who have been in positions for very long periods of time. This

reluctance to move has created two problems. School Boards have had difficulty

attracting qualified administrators who are willing to relocate and staffs are becoming

stagnant because there is no Influx of new people (Russell). There is potential for change

in this situation in this province as the 1994 Collective Agreement between the

Newfoundland and labrador Teachers' Association and the Provincial Government

included a clause on the portabliity of seniority.

Even with this new clause, there has been an eliminatioo of career prospects. Fewer

vacancies exist at the senior and intermediate administrative levels. A vice-principal's

position may become terminal. With little movement between boards and school

downsizing andlor closures, fewer administrative positions become available. Shrinking

districts risk losing input from newly trained, innovative personnel, as their most promising
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and capable young staff members, bright and ambilJous teachers and junior

administrators move to districts which offerbeller chances of promotion (Schwartz, 1977).

Today, this may not even be a possibility as talented, potenlial administrators may never

have the opportunity to practise.

An obdurate approach to declining enrolment may inevitably have irreversible effects upon

leacher morale, courses and options available to students, the range of extracurricular

activities, special education, and flexibility of limetabllng. The nalure of the teaching job

may change radically in many respects. Teacher translers within school systems may

become tess voluntary with teachers who are surplus in one school being assigned 10

another school. Fewer promotions may cause teachers who are upwardly mobile to lose

motivation. The increasing number of teachers who hold principal's Qualifications, but

who may never get a vice-principalship or a principaf£hip, may become disillusioned.

They see little hope for advancement In their school, or School Board. The professional

staff of a school may tend to stagnate as fewer teaching opportunities are available in

olher boards. as fewer new graduates are hired and as the staff progressively ages (The

Challenge of Declining Enrolments, 1977).

Teacher Redundancy

The number of teachers reQuired in a school district is determined by several factors: the

number of students to be educated and the desired pupil-teacher ratio; the amount of
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money the public authorities are willing to spend on teachers' salarIes; and the average

level of salaries per teacher (Zambalza, 1979).

Williams (1979) adds another factor 10 determining the number of teachers required; the

leaching technology in use. Teaching technology incorporates curriculum conlenl and

educational organization. Curriculum content defines what Is to be taught and learned,

and the pattern of experiences desired for the child. Pedagogical methods indicate how

teacher·learner interaction is conducted in the different curriculum areas of knowledge

and experience. This is done through such activities as lecture, self-study with or without

supervision, audiovisual aids, and group projects. These are closely inter-related with

learning materials and physical environment.

Educational organization converts curriculum content and pedagogical method for a

number of learners into teacher requirements. This is done using three components:

average class size, average teacher contact periods required by a class over a complete

teaching cycle, and average teaching load per teacher which covers class contact rather

than total work periods lor the teacher. School district personnel must take all of these

factors into account when faced with the news that they must reduce the number of

teaching units. The School Board receives its allocation of staffing personnel from the

Department of Education and must decide locally which positions are redundant.
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The term redUndancy is used 10 describe a variety of teachers' positions. Redundancy

sImply means 100 many, bot the causes of redundancy are not simple. The most obvious

cause of teacher redundancy Is declining enrolments. School enrolments are not only

dependent on birth rates, but also on the rale al which students pass Of' repeal grades

and on the school drop.out rate. As well, low student enrolment can result from economic

crises which force families to relocate to seek employment in other geographic areas.

Another factor contributing 10 leacher redundancy is the pupll-Ieacher ratio. This formula

determines the number of teachers required and is based on oplions in several areas in

the schooL These options include what is 10 be taughl and learned, the leaching method

to be used, the average c~ss size, the number of teacher contact periods required by a

class over a complete teaching cycle, and teaching load per leacher. Another factor

which influences the pupil-teacher ralio is the geographical location of the schools. For

example, rural areas will generally have classes below the normal pupiHeacher ratio.

The stock of teachers consists of teachers serving in schools plus those on temporary

leave. The leacher slock Is composed of those educators carried over from the previous

year, but is still subject to decline and loss. Teachers die, get sick, and relire. They take

leaves or resign. The stock Is always subject to replenIshment. The stock has been

rising as fewer teachers leave and more enter the profession. It is expected that the

number of retirements in Newfoundland schools will increase during the lale 1990's,
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Fewer departures from the profession will complicate redundancy. These departures may

be due to retirement or death, which are fairly predictable. Other reasons include refusal

10 relocate 10 another leaching post, and maternity and educational leave. Because

departures may vary from year to year, their impact on teacher supply can be rapid and

unpredictable.

The final factor Influencing redundancy is re-entry and new entry. As-entry is greater

during limes of economic stack. This creales a balance of ages in the leaching force and

helps suslain training Inslilutions. New education graduates are generally the mainstay

of teacher supply but the ones most vulnerable 10 government policies and to changing

job markets.

Other faclors keep people and jobs apart. There may be particular areas where

surpluses or shortages exist. Geographic immobility also keeps people from jobs.

Insufficient knowledge of certain subjects by teachers will produce shortages (Chamberlin,

1980).

Redundancy has implications for teacher well-being, the recruitment and deployment of

teaching personnel, and Ihe preference for term and part-time positions. The effects of

redundancy reach beyond manpower economics.
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One effect of low teacher turnover is morale. It can be very unsellllng when a university

graduate is unable 10 flnd a job. High expectations are formulated after investing many

yeats in what one asslmecl was a s!able future. Nol only are graduates affected, but

employed teachers may face redundancy. It may be difficult for thaI leacher to inspire

hisJher class and nurture hislher professional growth while pondering over hisJher financial

security and scanning the job market for alternatives. This pressure is bound to affect

output and student performance. Another consequence is thaI students' morale may

decline as fewer course options are available to them. This could have a negative effact

on the school's retention rale.

In a survey conducted in Ontario In 1980, the effects of teacher redundancy on school

programming were studied. Teachers in speciality areas such as music. drama. physical

education, writing and visual arts expected to have the number of hours cut. Special

programs in other areas such as remedial. enrichment, and extra-eurricular activities

expected changes, too (Chamberlin. 1980).

The organization of the school boards could be affected. There may be consolidation,

twinning, and reduclions in the number of superintendents and other personnel. The

boards would have fewer department heads and vice-principals and overall less

administrative time.
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Curriculum support staff numbers could fall because of teacher redundancy. The loss

of resource teachers, consultants, and co-ordinators will mean the loss of the main source

of Instructional help for teachers. In elementary schools. where principals are expected

to fill the gap left by cutbacks in curriculum support staff, they are likely to already have

more administrative duties.

The quality of teachers saleeted for positions may improve with the excess of teacher

supply over demand. An emphasis may be placed on the candidate's previous social

experience, maturity, and motives for choosing a teaching career. Boards may also raise

formal qualifications for teachers and universities may sl~fen their admission

requirements.

Teacher costs per pupil are bound 10 rise even with the lower pupil-teacher ratios. The

reason cited for this is "qualification inflation-, a by-product of the higher standards

introduced by university faculties and school boards. As better candidates enter leacher

training, the composition of the teacher force will move from the lower 10 the higher salary

scales. The aging of the teaching force will exaggerate this tendency. As teachers grow

older I "incremental creep" will see the average teacher salary point move from the lower

to the upper end of the salary scale.

The use of substitute or supply teachers may change when money is tight and demand

for persomel scarce. Substitute teachers. who are relied on to fill short-term contracts,
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may be used mOle for their flexibility slid willingness to work at difficult posts. Some

School Boards may have onty 85-90% permanent and pensionable employees, using

temporary employees for the rest.

The final effect of redundancy is the aging leaching force. Some teachers may forego

retirement and as enrolments in faculties of education decline, turnover in the teacher

force becomes tower and its composition does nol change as much. Some say this Is

good, as lhese teachers have made teaching a lifetime career. Their courses have beUer

continuity from 008 year to the next, and some are even more creative, with more

progressive methods of instruction.

On the other hand, some argue that the aging is accompanied by cons9Natism and a

lack of imagination. School Boards and governments could devote more resources to

renewal. fUnding innovative programs, and 10 teacher sabbaticals. Education institutions

win also have a responsibility to prepare young teachers to cope with resistance 10

change (Chamberlin, 1980).

Teacher Resistance

Teacher resistance Is rooted In a variety of sources. In an article, The Human Face of

Reform, Robert Evans (1993) includes a number of characteristics of resistant teachers.

These are not inclusive. The teacher's age is one factor. Most teachers are in mldtife

and midcareer, a time when lhe stresses of life and wol1l; commonly intensify the natural
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reluctance to change. Their personal lives have grown more complex. and like other

professionals who have spent years in the same job. they are prone 10 a loss of

motivation and a levelling off of performance.

Age creales a number of tendencies which are reflected by some specific traits. There

is a shift away from work priorities toward persona I concerns, including their health,

mortality, and transitions in the family. These teachers have concerns in their lives other

than their jobs, as have most teachers, but some seem to have lost motivation and

interest. There is a growing focus on material versus Intrinsic job rewards. The paycheck

becomes more important than the reward of seeing a student achieve a difficult goal.

There is a loss of the experience of success with consequent damage to morale. Mastery

both lessens the challenge in the job and recognition for perlormance. Teaching the

same courses year In and year out may have negative effects on the teachers and more

seriously, on the students. There Is reduced flexibility and openness. Resistant teachers

may ask why change anything if it already works, or they agree to try something only

alter others have done so and succeeded.

Teachers on staffs affected by cutbacks may encounter many changes in their day to day

routine. One change may be seen in habit. Everyone knows thaI work becomes much

easier once some of the required skillsltasks are acquired and eventually put on

automatic pilot· then habit takes over. Therefore, for some teachers, change means

doing more work.
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Fear and hopelessness are also causes for resistance. Feelings of insecurity and

inadequacy may be brought on by fear. A teacher may ask him/herself, ·Can I handle

everything new thai is expected of me?" Not everyone has the confidLflce, or ability to

take on new challenges. Teachers may be reluctant to invest their lime on innovatlons

when they have seen the new programs last only as long as the special funding. and then

discontinued. Teachers who become enthusiastic about an opportunity to be crealive and

become involved in new initiatives may gel a feeling of hopelessness after there is much

investment on their part and there '~ little to show after a short period of time. These

three reasons for resistance, habit, fear and l1opelessness, have nothing to do with the

age of the teacher, so, age is but one variable (Henson, 1987).

In Dialogue on Change Sandra Law (1993) also offers a suggestion as to why teachers

resist change. Teachers want to be made equal partners in the change process. They

want to feel valued, to be listened to, and to have a say in the decisions that affect them

and the students for whom they are responsible. This will be the responsibility of the

administration, and the teachers themselves, to ensure they are included in the change

process.

Baragar (1990) says that change implies stress and stresses may accumulate without the

teacher's knowledge. Teachers should nol blame themselves and may be inclined 10

deny stress. They may be tempted to blame change itself, rather than examine their

response to it.
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These are some very serious effects of teachers redundancy. There arB positive steps

which can be taken to offset the destructive effects of declining enrolment and teacher

redundancy on morale and educatlonal programs. These Include:

retraining of teachers to facilitate lateral movement;
increased involvement of teachers In decision-making within school systems

and at the provincial level;

decrease class sizes and increase individualized Instruction, especially for

the exceptional student;

increase time devoted 10 decision-making, planning, and evaluation;

establish procedures for dealing with staffing, transfer, and temporary

assignments within school systems;

Increase the availability of part·time teaching positions, sabb31icals, or

educational improvement, and leaves of absence (The Challenge of

Declining Enrolment, 1977).

Rscal Restraint

A decline in enrolment is not the only factor influencing cutbacks in the field of education.

A 1988 document titled "Educational Funding: A Fair Share?" (Newfoundland and

Labrador Teachers' Association) provides an analysis of the share of public funding for

education for Newfoundland and Labrador. In this document, the Newfoundland and

Labrador Teachers' Association noted that education, as an area of government

spending, had suffered in comparitton to other major areas of government expenditure

when it came to the cut and thrust of budget preparation. According 10 the teachers'

association. it is necessary to look at the implications of economic recessions and lower

levels of funding for educatiorl.
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In The land mines of reSlralnt In education Or. Henry G. Armstrong (1983) offers a list

of "don'ts" to help those who have to cope with fiscal restraint. His advice comes from

his experiences in Britlsh Columbia in the 1980's. His list of "don'ts· are as follows:

• don't hold false hope;
• don't use bandaids when surgery is needed;

• don't mak.e a science out of pessimism;
• don't assume others are unwilling to share unpleasant decision making;

• don't make invalid comparisons;

• don', apply different rules 10 education;
• don', inject age-old controversies into economic restraint;

• don't confuse cutting dollars with cutting fat
• don'l mix economic restraint with election fever or party politics;

• don't confuse economic and educational reality with political polarity;

• don't use students as pawns. p.17

During limes of financial restraint, the delivery of Quality education requires the collective

will of educators, administrators, and policy makers. The foundation of this collective will

is mutual respect and trust, a consensus on the nature of the problem, and a sharing of

commitment and sacrifice (Armstrong, 1983).

Kelsey (1983) discusses how many of the characteristics of public organizations' cutbacks

can be applied to cutbacks In the field of education. One point is thai the organization

cannol be shrunk by simply reversing the process by which it grew. When one change

is made, it affects many others in the organization. For example, removing one teacher

from a school can have far reaching eHects. Teachers in that school may have their

courses and time and other responsibilities rearranged to accommodate the lost teacher.
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Also. teachers In the surrounding area may be affected as union guidelines determine

seniority and bumping procedures.

Another characteristic of public organ izations is called the management science paradox.

When economic times are good, special units may be added to an organization. Their

effectiveness may not be noticeable during good times but would be quite valuable during

the downswing. It is at the time they are most useful that they are cut. In Newfoundland,

program co-ordinators were hired to oversee curriculum implementation in their boards.

As cutbacks have continued, many of these ccrordinalors' positions have been cuI. At

the same time, teachers' workloads have increased and more administrators' time is used

for leaching. The need for the co-ordinators' expertIse would seem to be more beneficial

during periods when governments are downsizing then when they are growing. In other

words, at a lime when the need for co-ordinators' expertise is greatest, less of the service

is available. Government justifies downsizing the number of co-ordinators' positions

because of fiscal restraint and the availability of others to carry out co-ordinators' duties.

Their work can be done directly through Department of Education officials, other board

office personnel such as assistant superintendents, and in the high schools. especially,

department heads, who already receive bonuses for their positions.

The final characterlstlt: from public organizations which applies to education is the

existence of strong professional norms which may constrain managers' ability to make
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cuts. UnIon gUidelines and collective agreements may dictate personnel 10 be cut.

Decisions will not always be straight forward (Kelsey, 1983).

There are also some similarities between educational institutions and public organizations.

The first Is the participation paradox. It is known thai change is more successful when

those Involved In the sltuallon to be changed are Involved In the decision making process.

II Is also a fact that the need for cutbacks quickly brings reduced enjoyment In working

and managing in the organization. With reduced enjoyment, morale will likely decline. as

will creativity, at a lime when it is needed the most (Kelsey. 1983).

Two problems with the approaches taken by managemant in cutback situations are the

efficiency paradox and the tooth fairy syndr00l8. The first. the efficiency paradox, implies

that some managers defeat the purpose 01 efficlent units when they make across-the

board cuts. The efficient units suffer proportionately m()(e than inefficient ones. The

tooth fairy syndrome deals with managers who say, and may believe. tI,dt the setback is

temporary. When these managers are pl'0Yen wrong. their credibility suffers and later

calls for restraint are met with cynicism by employees (Kelsey, 1983).

There are two reactions to the crises of restraint. One Is a denial of the crises. or

explain ing it away as not our fault. The other uses delay taelies and patching up, where

the organization does not deal with the problem head on.
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There are specific ways in which decision makers may handle the decisions to be made

during limes of crisis. There may be high stress which will limit tolerance for ambiguity

and decisions may be made before all the information Is available. This stress may be

so intense that the decision maker may not be able to cope. High stress may lead 10

Increased cognitive rigidity and a reduction of creativity. Adaptability is reduced and the

search for alternatives is lessened. One decisIon may be made based on previous

experiences which may nol be applicable to the new situation. Crises lead to an

increased pace of activity which leads to an increased flow of informatioo and to a

heightening of the salience of time. Decision makers will make the more pleasant

decisions first, leaving the unpleasant ones for later. They may tend to fixate on a single

approach and the pressure of time Is allowed to limit the search for alternatives (Kelsey,

1983).

There are a number of actions which can be taken by organizations to help them handle

their restraint measures more effectively. They must avoid an excessive reliance on any

one prescribed strategy. Implicit assumptions should be questioned andlor rejected and

they should develop a management ideology. There is no one besl way to deal with

restraint. Organizations need some long range plans to help them foo'JS on their

priorities. They must be open to suggestions and consider the following four approaches

which according to Kelsey (1983) are important when the education system is faced with

restraint.

Recognize the problem for what it is. There is no tooth fairy; the
revenue shrinkage is not temporary.
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Recognize your particular dilemma. School trustees have a short
term of office. In that time they must also plan for a longer term for
tile organization.
Don't stall, set priorities. Across·the·board cuts afe not going to
work. The only altemative is to decide what is essential lor your
school system.
Do it in a way that wUl elicit co-operation. not competing advocacies.
Morale is vilal. To borrow aphrase, treating employees well Is much
less important than using Ihem well. p.15

Calgary Board 01 Education

There is a real life example of how one school board handled downsizing. When the

Calgary Board of Education was hit with major culs in funding in 1988, they acted

immediately. They first established priorities. Their primary one was for the classroom

10 be imp?:.ted the least. People issues were also a major concern. They wanted to

keep some optimism alive. Effective, open, two-way communication within the school

system was another priority. It was imperative for people to have input and information.

To this list the Board added its own financial and political criteria.

Communication was extremely important. Morale was sure to decline, so the Board set

out to minimize this negative effect of downsizing. Fear always surrounds the unknown.

Speculation increases the size and the depth of the fear. On-going and accurate

information about the problem and how it was being handled was needed. The board

established an information hot-line, printed special newsletters, made senior personnel

available to allend meetings to answer questions, set up a personnel contact line to help

employees whose jobs were affected or threatened, and organized career and personal

counselling services. External communications were also given careful atlention. Parents
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were kept informed. Leners were senile the Calgary business community by the Board

Superintendent.

The Calgary School Board was determined to have a balanced budget How would the

Board make the decisions necessary 10 implement cuts? They established a process

which would revolve around consultation, criteria, and communication. Committees were

created, and then expanded. Brainstorming and problem-solving techniques were tried.

Everyone had a say and the lone was supportive. cooperative, realisUe, and positive,

Submissions were requested from principals, teache (s' associations, and the citizens' task

force on the budget. They held town hall meetings where evetyone was invited. The

consultative process was working to minimize the advElfS6 effects on teachers. Everyone

with an interest in education had an opportunity to voice their opinions and had access

10 all available Information (Porat, 1988).

Minerai Valley

Another example with striking similarities to the Newfoundland scenario occurred in

Mineral Valley, a rural area In the midwestern United States. This area was rich in

minerals and had several large successful silver mines which had operated since 1884.

Because of fatting silver prices and lack of resource, the largest mine closed and with a

domino effect, alt other mines in the area closed, too. This had a devastating eltect on

the area's economy, populallon, and therefore student enrolment. The area lost many

of its well educated c~izens as they transferred with the mining companies or lelt to find
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other jobs. Younger miners, with Iitlie seniority. also left, with their school aged children.

Most unemployed miners who remained in !he area had not graduated from high schooL

The area had a single inliJstry econom y and had developed no personal Of economic

cfrversity.

The people established many committees and held conferences 10 brainstorm ways 10

help their area. Some ways to help everyone Included retraining, assistance with job

searches, and job placements.

01 course, the schools were radically affected by this economic disester. Closing schools,

rearranging grades. and reducIng staff were all necessary because 01 declinlng

enrolments and loss of revenue for operating the local schools. Teachers' salaries were

frozen and every year more teachers were laid off. Everyone in the schools knew that

it was only a ma"er of lime before programs would be affected.

A laid off teacher sak:l that it. was traumatic. They had had awondertul staff. like a family,

but with some losing their jobs. a rilt developed among teachers. The staff reductions

were based on seniority, so the younger teachers, many of whom had been hired

because 01 their talent, were the firs! to go. One administrator said they were losing the

creative energy from their district. They were becoming a very mature staff, alld having

difficulty finding coaches 10 do extracurricular activilles. Many were set in their ways and
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had little interest in new Ideas. whereas younger teachers were much more receptive 10

trying something new or volunteering lime for this and that

The teachers also felt another type of strain in the community. There were some feelings

of guilt as teachers received a regular salary while most other adults in the area were

unemployed.

To cope with the declining enrolments, the school districts shared services and program

stalf, closed schools, laid off SiaN. and restructured school grade organization. They

received community supporl through open communication and community and slall

Involvement in district decisions. Some smaller schools had to be closed, while others

had their grades changed. enabling a more efficient use of buildings. persOM91, and

program.

Through agreements with governments, they established a Vocalional Education

Administrative Unit in the Mineral Valley. This would expand the courses offered in their

schools so students would have access to more courses and prt:!pare them for a wider

variety of career choices.

The small schoof districts began sharing personnel such as a lunch program director, as

well as forming a special education cooperative. With so many changes, the teachers

were asked to express their feelings about what had happened. The vast majority
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Indicated that the school dislricl had done the best job it could under the clrcumslances

and they felt that schools still offered a good education. The interdistricl cooperation was

well received and seen as a positive outcome because the kids gal along with one

another; they didn't feel uncomfortable going there anymore. They hat! en~lanced the

program, saved money, and had a beller social relationship in the communities.

Even so, there had been some problems. Scheduling and transportation had proven to

be complex and difficult. Some students had conflicts in scheduling courses needed for

graduation, vocational educalion courses, and courses they wanted to lake outside their

home district. Another problem dealt with expanding cooperative programs to include

offerings such as math, science, and foreign languages.

Parents' concems included having students in more than one school. This created some

hardship in allending school events and supporting school activities. Secondly. more

young children were riding busses than in the past

The people of Mineral Valley had hard decisions to make. Circumstances beyond their

control had forced them to completely change their approach to providing a good

education to ils diminishing number of students (Miller, 1990).
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Conclusion

By studying the literature pertaining to declining enrolments, teacher redundancy, and

fiscal restraint. the Green Bay Integrated School District's situation can be put into

perspective. looking at experiences In other areas can show how similar problems have

been dealt with. There is no one besl way, and no two situalions are exactly the same,

but examining the issue from a hlsl()(ical perspective can assist this school board In

managing the Joss 01 forty leachers over a two year period.



Chapter 3

METHODOLOGY

lntroduction

I conducted this research in the form of a qualitative case study in the Green Bay

Integrated School District. The purpose 01 the study was to determine the causes of the

loss of forty teachers and the resuning effects on the teachers and schools in the District.

Research Site

The research was carried oul in the Green Bay Integrated School District in central

Newfoundland. Twenty per cent of the leaching force. or forty teachers, were removed

from the classrooms during the 1994~95 and 1995-96 school years.

This rural distric1 covers a greal distance, over 150 miles between the farthest schools,

yel in 1994-95 had only a little over 2000 sludents. This case study concentrates on

eight schools in the District: four all grade schools and four hi~ schools with grades

seven to twelve. Two schools are Isolated on islands and serviced by lerries.

The following eight schools were included in my study:
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Figure 3

AII-Grade and High Schools il Case Study

School Grades Number of NlITlber of

Students Teachers

Dorset Collegiate 71012 199 17.5

Grant Collegiate 71012 272 21

Beothuk Collegiate 7to 12 333 24.5

Cape John Collegiate 7 to 12 214 15.5

Velman! Academy K to 12 118' 12'

H.LStrong Academy K to 12 16' 5.5·

Long Island Academy K 1012 36' 7'

SI. Peter's Academy K to 12 57' 6'

• number of students and teachers for Grades 7 • 12

based on 1993-94 Dept. of Education Statistics

Limitations to the study

Two limitations to this study must be considered. The first is my position as a teacher

in the district and my affiliation wnh many of the teachers. This reality precipitated my

use of a questionnaire where I would have less opportunity to interject my personal

leellngs In an interview situation. Teachers could feel more comfortable answering

questions privately and anonymously.

Another limitation involves the completioo of the questionnaire by the teachers. In lhe

timeallOlted to answer the questIons they had an opponunlty to discuss their feelings with
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other staff members. This may have inlluenced some responses, but the general

.consensus found In the questionnaires Indicates that any shared answers have not

negatively affected the results. It \s unlikely that teachers from different schools had an

occasion to confer on the issues.

Data Collection

In April, 1995, I made official conlact with the Superintendent of the Green Bay Integrated

School District conceming my intention to carry oul a study of the effects of the loss of

forty teachers on staff and program in the district's high and all·grade schools. His

response was quite encouraging and he gave his full support to my research. r was

invited tiJ the April 11, 1995, meeting of all District Principals to describe my project. This

gave me the opportunity to explain the research project I was undertaking.

In mid·May I contacted all principals by telephone, giving them details about how I would

distribute the questionnaires to their staffs. Every high schoolteacher in the Green Bay

Integrated School District received a questionnaire before the end of May, 1995. They

had about one week to complete the survey. The timing was quite important, as June

is avery busy time In high schools and I did not want teachers to have the questionnaire

take time from their work. One hundred questionnaires were distributed and ninety-five

teachers and all eight principals returned them completed. This high rate of response

re/lects teachers' Interest in their profession as well as in their students' educational
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opportunities. It also gives the resulls reliability, as teachers from all over the District

answered the quest!ons, many in the same veIn.

Because I know a lot of the loa~hers In the district, I chose to contact all 100 of the high

school teachers using a structured questionnaire rather than a personal interview. Mora

teachers could also be reached through the questionnaire route. Closed response

questions provided damographlc information and open response questions s\I!)plied dala

pertaining to the issues related to teacher redundancy. Survey questions emerged from

the material in the literature on declining enrolment and teacher redundancy. The

quesllonnaire also provided teachers with an opportunity for anecdolal responses to the

maJOf issues. I sou!tlt to determine If the experiences of other areas were being mirrored

in Green Bay or if their situation is dillerenL

Some questionnaires were mailed to Isolated schools, while others were delivered and

picked up personalty, The visits to the schools provided me with an opportunity to chal

informally wRh the stall and principals on their turf, I arranged to be at these schools

duri:ng recess and lunch so more teachers would be availab Ie and my presence would not

interfere with busy schedules. These Informal visits allowed me to observe teachers in

their surroundings and to discuss issues which were of particular concern to them. I dJd

not have sel agendas for my time attha schools, but I did spend time alone with some

of the principals who were quite willing to discuss their concerns with me in unslructured
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interviews. Notes Wl'I8 takoo after visits 10 schools to ensure that comments we"8

recorded QCCUlatery.

After !he questionnaires were completed I interviewed the District Superintendent. This

was a formal, semi-structured interview which was tape recorded \0 perm~ emerging

questions to be InCluded.

Many school board and Department rJ EducalJon documents were scrutinized for data

applicable 10 my research question. I studied board empJO)'fTlent tE!COfds and studeol

enrolment statistics. These w818 compared with lhosa available from \he Department of

Education.

Information provided 10 the SChOOl Board's Stalling Committee was axamined to see

what data this group uses to decide which schools will lose teacherS. A copy of one

year's materlalls included in Appendx C.

CorrespondErlce from the DePartment of EOOcation was provided by !he Board

Superlntenden!. This included relevant information pertaining 10 layolfs. 01 particular

interest was the time frame· when lhe Board Is nolilled each year about how many

teachers will b9 lost.
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Dlla Analysis

After I had collected /\11 questionnaires I tabulated the demographic infOf'malion. As is

explained in Chapter 4, there Is some startling information regarding teachers' ages and

their years of experience. This demographlc data is useful in determining the

characteristics of the district workforce.

The additional information on the questionnaires was examined lor themes, similarities,

differences, and the degree of consensus. This was dooe by categorfzing the information

Into various themes. Eventually. this indicated the similarities and differences in

participants' responses. /1)1 regular intervals I returned to the literature 10 reinforce the

emerging information. This allowed me to compare and cootraSllhe data gathered here

with the situations in similar settings. It was also arranged under specific headings to

help identify the effects of the loss of forty teachers from the district.

This effort lead to the compilation of a large quantity of rich dala about how the teachers

and principals feel about the loss of teachers from their schools. The causes were

reiterated in the interview with School Board Superintendent, Dr. larry Moss, and the

effects revealed by the teachers' and principals' responses. The specific data gathered

are presented in the next chapter, illustrating the effects of the loss of forty teachers from

the Green Bay Integrated School District.



CHAPTER 4

THE FINDINGS

This chapter will elaborate on the effects of the loss of forty teachers from the Green Bay

Integrated School District, as reflected in the data. The teachers were lost primarily

because of the removal of the 2% regulation from the teachers' collective agreement. This

meant that teachers in hold back in the school board had to be removed from the district's

classrooms. The high number of teachers in hold back resulted partially from a Welcome

Back Program initialed by the school board to encourage mature students to retum to

school. These adults were included in the student enrolment numbers for the district and

therefore figured in the determination of the number of teachers for the school board. At

the same time, the district's enrolment of school aged students was steadily declining.

With the loss of forty teachers all schools have lost some staff meaning adjustments have

had to be made. Courses have been dropped, classes enlarged. extracurricular activities

decreased, and most nOliceable, teachers suffer from Jab Insecurity and low morale. This

and other information emerge from the data gathered in this case study.

Demographic: Data

Much of the data were collected from a questionnaire completed by ninety-five of the 100

high school teachers in the Green Bay Integrated School District. The first part of the
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questionnaire consisted of specific questions about the teachers' background, education,

age, number of years teaching, major at university, and courses taught. This information

provides details about the board's high school leaching force relevant to the study.

Education

The high school teachers are very well educated. No teachers had fewer than four years

university education, and only 2% had four years. Thirty-six per cent had five years

university, 44'% had six years, and 18% hold Master's Degrees. Figure 4 illustrates the

levels of education of high school teachers who responded in the Green Bay Integrated

School District.

Figure 4

Grades 7-12 Teachers' Level of Education
Green8el In! rtIledScl>oolDiItrkt
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Age

The age of the teaching force is significant as well. The literature points oul that an aging

teaching force may be more rasistanllo change. With the loss of forty teachers there will

be a considerable number of changes expected at all schools in the district and teachers

will have to cope with this. Figure 5 shows that 50% of the teachers in Green Bay high

schools are forty years of age or older. Thirty-three per cent are in their thirties and only

17% are under twenty-n ina.

Figure 5

Ag.dG•..o.7.12TMChw.
Gr.... BoylnMgal«l_Dnic!I-..IW!5
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This is somewhat surprising as the number of years' experience of these teachers is

much more wide ranging. It must be assumed that teachers did not all begin working in

the same age range, and that teachers are beginning to teach al an older age. Sixteen

per cent have fewer than five years experience; 15% have between six and ten years;

16% have eleven to fifteen years; 13% have between sixteen and twenty years; 24%

have taught twenty-one to twenty-five years; 11% have more than twenty-six years

experience; and 3% or three teachers are eligible for retirement, but have continued to

wOl'k. Figure 6 shows the high number of teachers who have between twenty-one and

twenty-five years experience.

Figure 6

Gr....7-12TIMICIMrI'Y.-w~~
2;~ - .......----
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If the loss of approximately twenty-eight teachers in 1996-97 is to be determined by the

number of years teaching, referred 10 as years of seniority, all 17% 01 those teachers

under twenty-nine years of age could lose their jobs. This is the major criteria for

determining redundancies so II indicates the seriousness 01 the job security for teachers

of all ages In this board.

The literature reveals thai an aging teaching force has both positive and negative effects.

A positive view holds thaI an older group of teachers on staff may indicate a group of

teachers who have made teaching a lifetime career. Their courses may have better

continuity from one year to the next and some are even more creative. Not all agree

with this, though, and believe that aging is accompanied by conservatism and a lack of

imaginatkm (Chamberlin, 1980). Another major concern with an a9ing teaching force Is

their susceptibility to resistance to change. Evans (1993) maintains that older teachers,

those in midlife and midcareer, have more stress than younger teachers and naturally

become resistant to any change. He feels that their personal lives may be more complex

and after spending many years in the same job are prone to a loss 01 motivation and a

levelling off of performance.

This sample of the negative effects of an agIng teaching force must be a concern for the

Green Bay Integrated School District. If any of the older teachers in the district are

representative of these characteristics, it should be a consideration for the implementation

of school programs. Are the students, being taught by an aging teaching force, receiving
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the best possible education? Would education in the district's schools be beUer salVed

with a wider age range for its teachers?

Since lay-oHs determined by seniority mean that those with the least experience will be

the lirst to be laid off, one solulion 10 an aging leaching force would be 10 find altemate

ways for teacher reductions. An early retirement package could entice older teachers 10

reave their jobs and make way for younger teachers. In the Green Bay Integrated School

District it would make it possible for the younger teachers to maintain their jobs. by

avoiding layoffs. The morEl retirements, the more hope for younger teachers. They would

have more security as well as making valuable contributions 10 education in the District.

Courses and Grades Taught

The current research on teacher redundancy indicates that often teachers have to teach

in areas other than their chosen field. This was nol the situation in the Green Bay

Integrated School District for the period sludied. Most teachers are teaching in areas

which either match their traIning or expertise, or are closely relaled to their areas of

academic specialization.

This matching of university concentration and subjects taught may be the result of two

points. One could be that positions lost in schools have been done solely on subject

areas. The admlnlslrallon determines which department can do without a teacher, cuts

back offerings in that area, and does not impose many subjects on teachers who have
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little or no formal education In thai subject. Another explanation could be lhalleachers

have more diverse education than expected and are prepared to leach in many subject

areas, allowing more course offerings in their schools.

The sizes of the schools, which are generally smaller than oily high schools, means thai

teachers usually have a wide range of grades to teach. Very few teach only senior or

junior high. The teachers in the all-grade schools also have multi-graded classrooms with

which 10 contend. In the smallest all grade school, only one leacher on staff did not teach

a class from grade seven to twelve. Interesting Iy, there were no negative comments from

any teachers about the grades they teach, and many appreciate the opportunity 10

monitor students' progress all the way through their high school years.

The number of teachers who said they had nol been affected in some way by the

reduction of teachers on their staff was negligible. Each teacher responded with effects

ranging from completely different course loads to spending less time with extracurricular

activities. Some of these effects could have been caused by more than a reduction of

staff at their school, but teachers were not asked to differentiate.

This demographic dala provides alot of useful information about the teachers in Green

Bay. This has been graphically illustrated to reinforce the significance 01 such data as

teachers' ages and years of experience. This will be discussed in relation to the effects

of the loss of forty teachers in the district.
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Effects of the loss of forty tflchers

One would expect that the loss of twenty per cent of the teachers from any school district

would have a noticeable effect on the schools, teachers, and students. This seems to

be what has happened in the Green Bay Integrated School District as twenty-four

teachers were lost in 1994·95 and sixteen more in 1995·96. How can a School Board

continue to offer the same programs to its students when so many of lIs teachers are

removed from the classrooms? How are leachers affected as so many of their

colleagues lose their jobs and the employed leachers' job security has become a thing

of the past? How are the teachers whO retain their jobs affected? Are there certain

characteristics of remaining teachers which might have some significance for the

education of the students? How have sludents been affected?

These questions are reflected in the data gathered from high school teachers in the

Green Bay Integrated School District. Most schools have had to discontinue or scale

back the courses oHered 10 their students. Some schools actually only offer their

students the minimum requirements for gradualion. Classes are larger as schools have

combined groups rather than drop courses. Students have also been affected as fewer

teachers in their schools are participating in extracurricular activities.

Generally, seniority ha.s determined which teachers will lose their jobs. This has meant

that younger teachers have been removed from the schools, leaving a more senior group

of teachers. Actually, fifty per cenl of the teachers in Green Bay high schools are over
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lorty years old. Aging teachers are likely to be more reslslanllo change. aCCOrding to the

charactorlstics prevalent 10 this phenomena. Age aside, teachers are especially aware

of a low level of morale amongst their colleagues. They were quite revealing in their

comments about morale. Coupled with low morale was a general preoccupation with Job

security. Few teachers felt they could count on their jobs. even among the most

experienced. The loss of forty teachers has had far reaching effects on every aspect of

education in the Green Bay Integrated School District.

limitations on Program Offerings

With no possibility of gaining extra staff. the only way to offer the high school students

of these remote areas 8 full range of courses is 10 become involved with the Department

of Education's Distance Education program. Students can stay allheir own school and

receive certain courses through teleConference and facsimile connections. Unfortunately,

the number of schools able 10 be involved in this new technology is limited to the number

of teachers employed by Distance Education and the restricted number of courses

available through this medium. The courses generally available are math, science, and

FrBl'lCh. Unfort~nately, these are not always the courses that students would choose 10

lake. The original intent of Distance Education was to offer advanced courses that

smaller schools would be unable to teach because of their limited number of teachers and

their expertise. These more advanced courses are not always the besl suited to the

students in remole Newfoundland communities. The basic requirements for graduation

are essentially what is needed, not supplementary, advanced courses.
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Another alternative for high school students from remote areas is fOr them 10 leave home

alter grade nine and move to 8 town where the high school offers the diversity of

pt'ograms they want. This Is not naN occuring, but future cuts may force students to

leave home. A fourteen or fifteen year old student wou\l1 have to leave home and board

with a family in another community to be able to complete their high school education.

This Is not a desirable option. but 8S the number of students and teachers decline il will

be difficult 10 justify offering a full klndergarten·to-grade-twelve program at an isolated

school with thirty students as Is presently the case.

Not only are the small isolated schools being affected by the declining student enrolment

and the accompanying reduction of teachers, but all schools have had to cope with fewer

students. Some schools thai currently do not have access to Distance Education

servIces. will begin in September 1995. Then four of the eight schools with high school

programs will use the services offered by Distance Education. These are also the four

schools which offer classes to students from kindergarten to grade twelve.

The tour larger high schools In the Green Bay Integrated School District have also lost

teaching units. Three high schools have lost at least two teachers over this two year

period. One school lost three teachers. One school, Cape John Collegiate, in LaScie,

entered into a joint service agreement with a Roman Catholic School Board which allowed

the Integrated school to retain its teachers in 1995-96, losing only ha" a unit In the

previous year. Four of the larger schools in the district, Grant Collegiate, Valmont
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Academy, Beothuk Collegiate, and Dorsel Collegiate are in close proximity 10 other

schools. run by different denominational boards. In order to offer the variety of programs

required b'/ students, expected by parents. and preferred by teachers. some agreement

10 share services may become a necessity. This would not only be deemed essential for

the Green Bay Integrated School District but also for the Pentecostal and Roman Catholic

Boards which arB also experiencing declining enrolments. The lever of educational

opportunity for the students will have t") lake priority over who operates which school.

Since sharing high school services has nol become widespread in Greg" Bay, schools

have had 10 cui back on the courses offered. How does a school decide which courses

can be dropped or which courses can be accommodated in some other way? In the

Green Bay Integrated School District. principals generally make the decision about

program cuts, i'l consuhation with the board superintendent. The possibilities may be

discussed with the other staff members, but not necessarily. The ultimate decision rests

with the superintendent who wilt take the advice of the principal into account. Teachers

have very little say in the decisions pertaining to teacher reductions and program cuts.

This rack of involvement in the process leaves teachers feering alienated. They have a

slake in Ihe outcome, both professiooally and personally. Some would like 10 be Involved

in some way, and if nothIng else, be kept abreast of the situation as mailers unfold.

The principal will look al the courses being offered and the numbers ot students in the

classes. The requirements for graduation must be considered as does maintaining the
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availability of some choice for students. The school's priorities such as its commitment

to music, athletics, or the sciences will be weighed. Only one high school in the Green

Bay Integrated School District employs a music teacher. This position was cui to half

when the school lost two teaching units in June 1994. Having the half-time teacher

meant that students would still have music courses in junior high. and three bands,

allowing all students 10 play. In the past, senior high students' participation in the band

program was good, but enrolment in the formal music courses had declined 10 very small

numbers. Therefore, a cut in the music program could be justified.

Schools without music had to cut from so-called core areas. Many reduced the number

of courses offered, dropping health in senior high and other courses where few students

showed interest. Some still offer as many courses, but instead of two classes of a

sUbject, they will have Drle. This meant much larger classes of students, but the course

would still be available and another course would not have to be cut.

Teachers are not just being removed from schools arbitrarily. They do have fewer

students than they had in previous years. One area where schools feel they can manage

with fewer teachers is in the area of Special Needs. For the two years studied, half the

high schools have decreased their Special Needs teachers. Their services will now have

to be laken on by the regular classroom leachers who are not necessarily trained to deal

with the students' particular problems. This comes at a time when classes are becoming
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larger, too. There Is a concern that the students needing special altenlJon will not be

adequately served.

Another way to absorb a teaching unil in a school is 10 double up grades and/or classes.

In the four aU-grade schools they have decided to do this, but mostly In their primary and

elementary classes. More schools in the Green Bay Integrated School District now have

multi-graded classrooms. In high schools, doubling up classes usually means instead of

having two grade sevan classes with twenty students each, there will be one class of

forty. Obviously, this has to negatively impact on the quality of education for the students

in a class of this size. It must also be noted that these students have been accustomed

10 relatively small classes through their school year:1 and this increase comes as a major

adjustment. Ironically. declining enrolment means larger classes for students.

In schools physical education has bee" reduced or eliminated, with one scaling down to

a half time unit and others dropping a full unit. Junior high is an area where the number

of classes per cycle can be altered, but the students will still have access to the program.

The senior high classes may have one course available if the teacher has room in hislher

schedule. II the physical education unit is lost completely in the school, classroom

teachers will have to try to offer whatever their timetables permit. This may be

impossible.
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Losing a physical education teacher in a school has far reach ing effects on the whole

school, not just the physical education classes. Oflen the physical education teacher is

the athletic director for the school, laking responsibility for the sports program. With

cutbacks in this area, concerns are raised for the future of athletic programs in the

district's high schools. Sports provide an incentive for some students to attend school or

to pertorm belfer in their courses. Athletics and competition give students the opportunity

lor a well rounded education, nol just one concentrated on formal classworl<. This is

considered a major loss 10 schools.

As a population we are more aware today of the importance of physical activity in our

daily lives. It is reported that physical activity helps people In all aspects of their lives.

By having regular physical education classes in schools sludents have scheduled access

to exercise which establishes physical activity as part of their everyday lives. Taking this

from schools deprives students of the necessary exposure to physical activity.

When the principal and superintendent decide a school can operate without a full time

physical education teacher the decision must be based on the fact that other programs

have been given a higher priority. The compromise comes with the half-time unit. The

school will still have an athletic program. In one school the physical education teacher

was technically only leaching physical education courses about sixty per cent of the time.

The other time was filled with religion and consumer studies courses. By making the unit
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half·time. the athletic program could be maintained but only their Junior Hj~ students will

r.ave regularty scheduled Physical Education classes.

This was not possible in all schools thai had decided to cut physical education. One all

grade school/osl the whole unit and remaining teachers volunteered their lime to continue

after school athletic programs.

If decisions are lell to principals and the Superintendent, their personal biases and

preferences could influence which programs will be reduced or eliminated. Courses

which are necessary for students' well rounded education cQurd be the ones tost. Ideally,

students, parents, and teachers should be consulted and given a voice. Decisions

affecting students' long range career plans, participation in physical education and music,

and exposure to non-required courses are being made with little or no consultation with

lhe stakeholders.

School councils are being established in many schools across the province with the hope

that they will encourage more communIcation between the district, school administrators,

parenls and students. An improved relationship between the stakeholders would enable

judgements to be made by administrators with the confidence that all understood the logic

for such conclusions and therefore received more support from home and school. This

Is likely 10 occur if everyone Involved has some input Into the decision making process.

The process involved in making such critical decisions is of utmost importance.
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Extracurricular Activiti••

In all schools, no mailer what their size. teachers volunteer their time for activities

involving school operation and student activities. There are scores of committees In

schools which require leacher time. These run the gamut from school improvement 10

awards committees. Teachers spend a tremendous amount of lime devoted 10 activities

outside the classroom. This Is necessary 10 provide the besl education possible 10

~tudents in their schools. Unfortunately, teachers are feeling more and more demands

on their time.

Teachers have particular areas which have special interest to them. Some enjoy working

with sports teams, some do nol. It is unfair to expect a teacher who has little interest in

an activity 10 take on that responsibility because slhe has that afternoon free, or there is

no one else to do it. Teachers are feeling a great deal of pressure from many sources

pertaining to extracurricular activities.

Even in schools with physical education teachers, many teachers volunteer their time to

coach teams themselves or teacher sponsor teams which have coaches from the

community. With major cuts In staff at all schools thore are fewer teachers who are

interested in taking on this respon~ibility. Schwartz (1977) says it is also the case thai

tho younger teachers. with little seniority, are the ones being lost from most schools and

these teachers devote a great deal of their spare time to extracurricular activities. Many

senIor teachers admit to not having the interest. They have spent many years
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volunteering and would like 10 pursue Olher interests. This wiD mean that some schools

will not have the variety of extracurricular activities thai they once had.

Teachers admit there is pressure from students to help with extracunicular activities.

Teachers realize the dilemma, but say they have other demands on their time as well

With the loss of teachers from every school. many leaetlers now have to teach courses

they have never taught before. This requires added preparation time which contributes

to higher levels of stress. Teachers may nol only have new courses, but may also have

more courses to toach than in previous years. This means fewer preparation periods

during school hours. Since the work has to be done sometime, this cuts into the time

they may have at one time donated to extracurricular activities. With fewer slall

members. day duty, or supervIsIon, has been increased. This lakes up the time !hat had

once been available lor other uses.

One teacher confessed that !here has been more pressure to take part in extracurricular

activities, and she has begun saying, "NO·. Another teacher said that more time has to

be spent concentrating on his courses, and not doing things for which he received neither

thanks nor appreciation. The predicament was summed up well by the teacher who said,

I feel guilty when I know we need a teacher sponsor for a various sport, elC. and
nobody volunteers. However, given my workload and own commitments, I have
no other choice at this time.

Teachers are not trying to deny students the opporlunity to take part in extracurricular

activities. They have complicated jobs, with lillie security and low mOfare. They sense
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lillie appreciation for the time actually spent with these activities and some are saying no

lor the first time. This, coupled with the decreasing number of students available to take

part in lhese activities, means students will have fewer options and have 10 lake full

advantage of Ihose offered.

Extracurricular activities are generally considered an important facet of students'

education. They learn valuable I~e skills during their involvement with various groups at

schools. Sports teams provide actual physical activity, promote playing and getting along

with others. encourage competition, expect a commitment of time, and require

responsibility 10 self and the team. Other activities such as Student Council and

Graduation Class Executives leach students how to run meetings, make decisions,

achieve consensus, accept contrary views, and work with other people. Without teachers

to work with students in these activities students will lose out on valuable experiences.

which are certainly as Important as the curriculum In some courses.

Administration

When positions are lost in schools the administrators mayor may not be affected. These

are the people who do the scheduling and make the decisions about which courses wilt

be dropped and can actually decide how they will be affected personally. In Green Bay

the size of the school seems to be the determining factor in the impact teacher loss has

had on the administrator.
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High school administrators in the Green Bay Integrated School District have been

affected. All four of the all-grade principals, three of whom have no vice-principals, leach

full·lime and have administrative duties as well. Their workload is very heavy and

conllnues to be extremely stressful as they have 10 make decisions about slatting in their

small schools.

The four schools offering only grades seven 10 twelve have a different scenario. Their

principals teach fewer courses - two leach only one course. Their vice-principals teach

more courses, but are available to assist in the operation of the schc:.ol. II is 8lCpected

thallhess administrators will have to teach more courses in the future as their schools

lose more teachers. This will be necessary if the school is to maintain the number 0/

courses offered. Many of the principals have assumed m~re supervision duties to lighten

the load for their staffs.

The principals did commenlthatthere have been other changes for them. For example,

in the past when a vacancy existed on staff, the position would be advertised, applications

would be screened, and the principal would have considerable input in choosing the

person who would join his staff. This system has changed radically. Today if there is a

vacancy, it is oflen not filled, so Ihe school can use it as one 01 ils positions lost. 1f the

courses are such that replacing the teacher is necessary, tne position is likely to be filled

by a redundant teacher from another part 0/ the district. One principal said that,

unfortunately, he had no say in choosing the best candida te for the subjects and who
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would fit Into the school's makeup. The superintendent. who is obligated by the teachers'

collective agreement to ofter positions to redundant teachers, will inform the principal who

will be added to his staff. Considerable autonomy is losllo the principals and the best

person for a job is not necessarily the one who gets it.

The most significant effect for principals seems to be their loss of autonomy. They have

accepted the schedu ling and rearranging with fewer slaff, but losing the ability to

determine the path their school will take is a signfficanl handicap for them.

Board Office Personnel

Not only have the schools in the Green Bay Integrated School District been affected, but

the district office staff has had lis numbers reduced as well. This has a domino ellact

beCause program co-ordinators have considerable contact with classroom teachers who

depend upon them for assistance. Unfortunately, as the classroom teacher gets busier

with more courses, larger classes, and higher levels of slless, they have less support

from their district office personnel.

One assistant superintendent's position was lost in June 1994. His duties had to be

assumed by the remaining assistant and the superintendent. In the meantime, three co

ordinators left and two were not replaced. Now there are only program co-ordina tors for

math/science and special needs. One position has been filled by a co-ordinator for school

improvement, but he has been aUotted duties in other areas as well. Five years previous,
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there had also been program co-ordinators for French, guidance, social studies. and

language ans. Teachers now have fewer resource people when they need assistance

with programs. This is especially detrimental for primary/elementary and all-grade

schools and larger schools without departmenl heads. Few schools in the Green Bay

Integrated School District have more than one teacher for a particular course and now

there is no oos to cooler with about subject related matters.

As job insecurity and leacher morale problems bUild, the support required from district

staff would be more necessary than aver. There will be no relief in this area until the

Green Bay Integrated School District is amalgamated with a larger central Newfoundland

boa'd with mOle program co-ordinators and support stall. This amalgamation has been

suggested and discussed. but no firm dale has been set. It is possible that this process

may be accelerated as the provincial govemment continues with its plan to eliminate

denominational educalion.

Effect on Students

Because schools have had to cut back on the number of teachers on staff, this also

means that sludents are negalively alfected. As mentioned previously, studenls may

have fewer extracu rrieular activities lrom Which to choose. AClually. most schools have

decreased the number of activities. nol intentionally, but because there are fewer teachers

to supervise and coordinate. There are also fewer students in schools to take part in

these activities, The isolated schools have small numbers and cannot sustain large
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sports teams and, therefore, they have to concentlate on Individual sports like table tennis

and badm inton.

Curricular Effects

The courses available 10 students have also been affecl:3d. Schools evaluate programs

and determine which courses can be dropped with the least negative affect on the least

numberof students. Some schools have chosen 10 drop Family Uving 2200. Theatre Arts

2200, Math 3203, Canadian Economy 2103. Freoch, Art 1200, World Geography 3201,

Calculus Readiness 3105, Science Technology and Society 2206, Business Math 3202,

Canadian Issues 1201, Geology 3203, Music 1104, 2104,3104, ComputarEnrichment in

Junior High, and Physical Education. For many students these were elective courses that

they enjoyed. a break from the rigors of math, science, literature, and language. The

advancements made with the Introduction of grade twelve in the early 1980's will be

eliminated as schools are forced to offer only the requirements for high school graduation.

The elimination oj Family Living 2200 from some schools may have a far leaching effect

on students. The course was intended to educate students about such topics as

relationships, pregnancy and pl'enatal development, and child development. Also, social

Issues including child abuse, dealing with conflict, and the development of self-confidence

and seH·respect are discussed openly. Many of lhe social problems experienced today

are rooled in the family, forms of violence, chlld abuse, relalir:'!~r,hlps, and neglect.

Perhaps It would benefit society if every sludent was required \,: l ..')!l.."; a Fam ily Uving
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course 10 better prepare them to cope with the social problems they may have to face.

In this way schools could playa more preventative role in addressing such issues as child

abuse and family violence. Family LivIng 2200 is not the onry course that has practical

value for students. Before any course is dropped from a school program, its importance

should be evaluated. Decisions should not be based solely on scheduling. graduation

requirement, or teacher allocation criteria.

Schools are really more than books and tests. They are supposed to be places of

learning, in a conducive atmosphere created by the teachers and the students. The

attitudes of the teacher~ directly influence the overall atmosphere of the institution. When

teachers are unhappy, discontented, and under considerable stress, this is reflected in

their work and their relationships with the students.

Students have no choice, They must attend school, and it is the responsibility of the

school system to provide the best education possible. This seems to be in doubt as

students are denied courses and extracurricular activities. Their education should be the

priority. Students who are potential drop outs musl be considered. Many of the courses

they have had success with and enjoyed are often the courses to be cut because they

are not required for gradualion. If fhere is an increase in high school drop outs it will

have a negative effect on all of society. At 'his time of economic hardship, an education

Is crucial. Society cannot alford 10 have undereducated people as these people will not

receive the benefits from lile that a better educated person will. All students need to be
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encouraged to attend school and school should offer them the opportunity for the best

education possible.

Teacher Morale

From the research conducted in the Green Bay Integrated School District, II is evident

that the morale of teaching staffs Is a malor problem in all schools. It is assumed that

those who enter the teaching profession do so 10 work with students. Respondents

indicated that they want 10 leach students and encourage them 10 be the besl possible

people they can be. When teachers see their schools suffering because of the loss of

teachers ills very difficult no{ to be affected emotionally. Teachers see courses being

dropped, class sizes growing, extracurricular activities discontinued, and colleagues under

terrific stress not knowing if they will have a job for the ne.:t year. These factors are all

supported in the titerature dealing wnh teacher redundancy. Also, teachers wonder about

the Government's responsibility in prOViding equal educational opportunities for the

province's students. Does saving money at any cost really benefit anyone?

11 Is startling to read teachers' comments about school morale. Teachers have been very

honest ;n expressing their feelings regarding morale in their schools. II can be seen that

teachers are concerned about their jobs, but even more so about their schools and

students.
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Teachers have fell great anguish during this time of layoffs and cut backs. One teacher

shared his feelings.

I have seen teachers cryng In the staffrocm because of jot> loss. A general
attitude 01 'why bother'. No matter how hard you try and the effort you put i1 you
slinare only astatislic or mmber in your employer's mind andean be replaced not
because of someone doing your job better, bot because they have laughtlonger.

One has 10 wonder how people can concentrate on their work with such emotional

experiences occurring in their slalfrooms. As long as leacher redundancies are

determined by seniority, teachers' altitudes will continue to be aflected. Ills difficul1 to

devote so much time, during and afler school hours, for such little recogniUon.

One teacher wanted to place blame on the government, looking 'Of someone 10 take

responsibility for aD the negative th/llgs that were happening around him.

Government's lack of coocern for sludenV'leacher welfare and the value of
education has created an apathelic workforce. Not knowing where one will be
teaching the following year, or if, in lact, one will be leaching at alt, rOOs a person
of hlslher sense of owner~, pride, and driVe.

Even if no blame Is placed, teachers hava a common feeling of despondency.

Cuts have been the topic for a great part of the school year. This has a tendency
to cast doom and gloom 00 the statl. When will it be my tum?'

The feeling of 'doom and gloom' has permealed staff.

It Is lrue that most feachers are genuinely Interested In their students. Even so, during

this lime 01 cuts, teachers have difficulty slaying motivated when they do not know if they

will have a job later. It would be quite unfair to say that teachers are only worried about

their own jobs and how they are affected personally by the loss 01 teachers. As these

teachers' comments reveal, some are concerned about how this win affect their students.
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How can a leacher honestly be positive in a classroom and work hard, if he/she
may not have this posftion tomorrow! Are they really going 10 put 100% effortinlo
their work?

It is getting more difflCtit to slay motivated when your tob is forever on the line.

No sense of job security means more stress! Plus. teachefs are less ~clined 10
do 'extra' things such as field trips because tiTle for planning (and desire) is just
"olthers.

Teachers are experiencing more stress due 10 workloads and new course loads.
They are not as willing to give up their time to get Involved with other
e:Xlract.lrricular activjtkls, etc. The school morale and spirit is suffering.

Teachers do not have enou!J1 time for anything other than school work. Ills
difficult even to lake a recess or lunch break when there is so much to be dOO6.

The more you do, the more Is expected.

There are other effects which are not experienced widely, but should be noted as a

possibility for more schools as furthet teacher losses are expected. The effecls of poor

moole are being fen", thecommll'llty and the students. not only by the teachers. ms

has led to more serious behaviour problems, as cited by one teacher:

Morale is at the lowest point I have ever seen. Community and stuclent reaction
has also led to a deteriorating atmosphere. Vandalism and acting oJ behaviour
are measing. Staff relations larel poor.

Teachers look at their place on a slaff as that of a special relationship. When teachers

are not conlent in their position on astaff or in the job itself. morale is seriously affected.

Morale has been negatively aUected. We have had an open, sharing. collegial
staff who have been great to work with. However. now everyone is concerned
about retaining their positions and the openness has disappeared. People are
keeping their own counsel and not sharing ideas and Information as readily.

Morale is row because of leacher reductions. With more reductlollS coming
everyone is pfeparing themselves. ncauses alot of speculallon and~
of positions other than your own.
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It has become difficu~ for teachers 10 feel confident in their positions. This ooas not just

relerto thelr}ob security, butla thpllctual school in which they will work. Some teachers

with many years teaching service know they will have a job, they Ilfe jusl not sure in

which schoollhey will be working.

When lobs are viewed as year to year, teachers may not leel 'established' In
school and even in the community. If [a} leacher views hlmselflherself as a
transient, when he/she wished to setUe in an area, it does affect morale in a
detrimental sense.

Tea~hers lake their careers quite seriously. With such drastic culs in their numbers,

teachers are aware oIlhe repercussions. They know lhat their students will not have the

same educatlonaI opportunHy as has been available In the last number of years. There

wUl be les:; course choice, not as many extl3curricular activities, and their leachers' low

morale may be reflacted in the school's overall at mosphere. Even though leachers are

aware of this detrimental situation, lhey are having a difficult lime trying to overcome the

feelings of despondency. A young teacher with only seven years of teaching experience

sums up the situation:

With further leacher reductions our outport schools will move m!s ten to twenty
years. Less programming, less resources and really tess liverything. Forever
forward. I don~ think sol

One older, more optimistic teacher says:

Teachars have a remarkable talent fOfcoping. I believe as lheinitial shock wears
in, most members of any staff, my own especially, will took for ways to make the
school, their students, and their care61'S be the best possible within whatever
restrictions anse.

This senior leacher has seen many changes in his teaching career and expects thai

teachers will cope with this loss of teachers as they have coped with earlier changes,
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Unfortunately, changes in curriculum and the structure 01 education have no! had the

personal impact on teachers that the fear of losing thelr jobs has had. It is nol easy 10

say it is okay to lose my job as long as the students are getting a good education.

The face of the teaching slaff in the Green Bay Integrated School District will be quite

different because of the loss 01 forty leaching units OVlOlf a two year period. Teachers

have a 101 of concerns about their jobs and their place in the education system In this

province.

Teacher Redundancy

Most often the teachers who lose their jobs in a school will be the ones with the least

seniority, if the courses they leach can be absorbed by others on staff. In

primary/elementary schools where subject teaching is not as common. seniority is also

the general rule. This means that the teachers remaining will be the older ones with more

years of experience. These teachers do have many years of experience, with

considerable knowledge In their areas of expertise. Unfortunately, many of them have

not been students themselves for many years. It is generally accepted that teachers who

continue 10 educate themselves are more current and up-ta-date in their subject areas.

This wjll expose them to current topics and keep them in tune with the world today.

Students and courses are more demanding and teachers need to keep abreast.
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In the next five years many more teachers will be eligible for retirement. Retirements

have been relatively low over the past three years. If older teachers choose to relire, new

teachers will only be hired if all the Jayoffs have ceased. As long as there are leacher

lay-ofts, many retiring teachers may not be replaced. Most schools are relieved when

a leacher on their slaff retires because it could mean one less leacher 10 be laid off in

theIr school if the retiree's courses can be covered by another staff member.

Since many of the teachers who are laid off from larger schools In the district have

considerable experience, job reassignment takes place. In 1994·95 twenty-four teaching

units were lost, but forty teachers' positions were affected. In 1995-96, with sixteen

units lost, again forty teachers' positions were affected. Not all will lose their job or have

to move to another school, bul there wilt be some change in their duties for the next year.

When a reassignment takes place, the superintendent will inform the teacher of another

position in the district which the laid off teacher may take. This usually means displacing

a junior teacher with fewer years of experience. The smaller schools. and particularly the

more isolated aU-grade schools will be especially hard hit. Their staffs are younger than

those of the schools in larger communities. They will los::'l a teaching unit. and other

teachers on staff will be replaced by senior teachers who have lost their jobS in other

schools in the district. One aU-grade principal said that if the changes expected for his

school for 1995-96 take place, there will be all n",w teachers in his primary/elementary

classes. None of the teachers currently teaching these studenls will return. He said this
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is disastrous as none of the teachers who had taught the group previously will be

available for consultatIon with regard 10 the students' work and capability.

Many of the teachers who are displaced and reassigned to other schools have

established households and do not want to relocate theirfamilies. Therefore, they choose

to commute during fall and spring and make arrangements to slay ov~mighl during bad

winter weather. Some teachers travelled up to an hour and a half, one way, from home

to school. This means early morning rises and a tendency 10 reave promptly in the

aftemoon to get home at a reasonable hour. This can have a negative effect on schools.

Teachers are working in an area that has been designated to them, not chosen by them.

One's altitude towards a place and a job are affected by the circumstances which brought

ooe there. Often these teachers would prefer to work elsewhere and will stay in the

designated school only until something better becomes available closer to home. Tllis

is not always the case, though. One teacher whose job became redundant was

transferred Inlo a school closer 10 his home. He had been commuting, by ferry, for a

number of years. There are always exceptions.

In a small district, such as Green Bay, when young teachers are laid off and have no

option to move into another position, they often leave the area and r' to places with more

opportunity. This is unfortunate because if positions do come up in a few years as the

number of retirements rise, these teachers with good records and experience will have

moved on. New graduates will be available but known talent will be lost from Ihe district.
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Only a very small number of teachers in this district are not concerned about job security.

Some of their comments were quite revealing when asked if they felt their job is secure.

Many young teachers commented Ihat they had only a few years teaching and were

concemed about their jcbs.

No, because I have only been teaching 4 years, my job could be laken by a senior
teacher. Narrowly escaped it this year1

I was lucky this year 10 keep my position. Next year I expect to be one of the
positions either cuI or bumped.

No, next year I will probably be history as I have very little seniority.

For some teachers, the number of years experience had little to do with confidence In

their jobs. The facl thaI the courses being taught could be dropped was one faclor, while

the faclthat a teacher with more seniority may be assigned to their job was another. This

definitely adds to the sense of insecurity as teachers not only worry about their own jobs,

but the jobs of those teachers with more seniority.

Teachers can no longer assume that after a number of years as a teacher their job is

secure. Even though this may nol be the case for any occupation, as there afe no

guarantees for employment, in the past teachers have felt very secure In their positions.

They could plan families, invest in housing, put down roots. Today teachers do not feel

this way. Their comments reinforce this view.

No. Although I have 17 years experience, I do not fee! my job is secure.

There is no security in our Jobs. Security is a term that doesn't exi.'>t in our
profession today, no malter how long you've been at it.
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It is difficult 10 know. But I don't think anyone's job Is secure. There are people
losing jobs with sixteen Of more years in.

NO. Who can? Not even those with a year befor8 retirement are feeling
securel

No one is secure in his or her position. With lay-offs and resultant -bumping
anyone can be affected negatively.

No one has a secure position in this district. Programs can be dropped, schools
can be closed and district oflices cease 10 exist. There is N.Q security.

Seniority Is the predominant faclor in determining teacher redundancy. One other

contributing factor is the courses a teacher is responsible for. For example, if the French

teacher has the feast seniority in a school, but no other teacher Is qualified to leach

French, that teacher will remain In the school. Therefore, specialist trained teachers were

considered more secure than those In other areas, such as English, Social Studies, and

Mathematics. This is no lon~ the situation in the Green Bay Integrated School District.

Specialists do not feel their jobs are secure.

Nor Physical Educalion is a program area that is ·supposed¥ deemed a
'ringe" and is one of the first programs to be cut along with being a Junior.
my teaching career will be short lived.

No. because teachers in other areas of the dislrict could decide 10 lake
course in French, etc. and over a period C'f lime be able to bump me from
my position. Anylhing Is possible even If they're not qualified.

No. Seniority is no guarantee of security. Redundancies are declared
within a subject area and if my SUbject area Is to undergo a reduction in
program offering, then my position may go. This could happen even if I
were the most senior member of the whole teaching staff at the school.

Unfortunately, some teachers have lost their jobs. Their positions may have become

redundant and they may be unemployed or have been offered positions in another school.
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Other teachers have lost their jobs because senior teachers have been reassigned to

their positions. II was disappointing 10 interview teachers who knew they were losing their

jobs. Ailer deciding to become teachers and committing themselves to working with

young people it must have been discouraging to have their careers interrupted by

massive layoffs in their district. Their responses to "Do you feel your job is secure?'

include:

No. unemployed already.

Definitely not. I have been cut 10 half Iimel

No. I lost mine this year after putting in §. years of dedicated effort.

No. I've already been reassigned due to staff reductions.

Obviously noll I recently received my lay-off nolice. My position became
redundant· bumped by senior teachers.

No. I have already been affected once so my chances of being hit agaIn are good.

The only teachers not concerned about their jobs were at or near retirement or were in

administrative positions. Olhers considered that the speciality areas they teach prevent

them from being declared redundant. Comments noted earlier ~fJow that other specialists

do not share their sense of security. As each school is affected differently, there are no

blanket policies about which areas are secure. Teachers cannot be sure which programs

in their schools will be cut. There are no guarantees. If they are not affected in their own

school they may be affected if another school does decide to cui in that program area.

Then redundant teachers with more seniority may come in and replace them.
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Teachers pay a great deal of attention to the seniority lists for the district which ars

placed in each staff room every Fall. They carefully check where they stand in relation

10 all teachers, as well as to other teachers in the district who teach the same courses

as they do. It can be quite discouraging for young teachers to see thaI they are Iowan

the seniority list and the possibility lhallheir jobs could be losl in subsequent years.

There were so few teachers who expressed a sense of confidence in their positions that

one must wonder what effect this has on their job performance. Is their job performance

affected by their tack of job security? As the numbers reflecl, over filty per cenl of high

school teachers afe over forty years 01 age. Most would like to feel lhal their jobs were

secure at this stage 01 theIr lives. This is not the case for the majority 01 high school

teachers in the Green Bay Integrated School District.

Teachers are not ooly concemed about their own jobs, but the effects the loss of leachers

will have on their students and the school. Teachers' comments reveal this concem to

be quite real. While visiting the schools most teachers were interested in discussing

education related issues, not just layoff issues.

In one large high school the discussion over lunch centred around the grade six class

coming in September and how elementary schools do not provide the high school with

enough information about the students. They wanted to know if this was the case at my

school and how the whole situation could be improved. Another group of teachers
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wanted to chat about report cards. All the conversaloo centred around students and how

to improve lheir educational opportunity.

During the 'irst week of May when layoff notices are distributed, one would expect talk

10 revolve around layoffs, reassignment. redundancy, and other labour issues. During

my visit, however, this was not the focus. even thoug, all teachers knew why I was at

their schooL

Teachers' comments, when asked about how their school is being affected by teacher

reductions. had some common threads. Their comments showed the high degree of

interest they have for their students' level of education. One teacher quite proficiently

wrote:

As we lose teachers, we will lose programs.
And as we lose programs, we will lose students.
And as we lose studeflls, we wil1lose teachers.
And the cycle will continue!

Some teachers showed their concern for students as their schools move toward

multigrading.

Students are being cutin their right to education. They are losing out. They do
not get the same education in a multigrade classroom.

- next year we will have 10 trIple many classes for certain subjects throughout the
school.
- certainly will affect student achievement.

Anolher teacher realizes Ihe future for his high school students is bleak, and they may

have to leave home to complete high school.
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The last cuts meant we had to cut programs. There is a pOssibility our school will
not be able 10 offer the full high school program. I believe this is the hidden
agenda of government.

Teachers at the very small schools have seen continuous cuts in their programs.

Teachers there are disheMened because they want their students to have the same

educational opportunity as all other students in the province. They see the Government

as taking these actions consciously, as a means of scaling down Il1eir small schools so

the only option left Is closure. This would mean more bussing or sending students away

from home to complete high school.

This also leads to another leacher's comments about his students' ability 10 compete on

a provincial and national level. This could well be a concern for all schools outside major

centres in Newfoundland as students are unable to choose from the same variety of

courses available to city students.

~ less course options available for students (small school like this one is then put
at an unfair disadvantage for students competing provincially. etc.)

These teachers have illustrated that they have concerns for their students and not just

for their own Job security. Their professionalism is evident in their comments about how

their students' education and potential are being affected by the loss of teachers.

Teacher Resistance to Change

The problems associated with large numbers of teacher losses can lead to teachers'

resistance to change. Several sources in the literature have illustrated the characteristics

of such resistance. Teachers will be expected to cope with a lot of changes as their
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schools rearrange course offerings, increase course loads, increase the amount of lime

spent on duty and supervision. increase class size. and expect more contribution 10

extracurricular activities. All this comes at 8 time when most teachers in the Green Bay

Integrated School District are well Into their teaching careers and would prefer 10 maintain

the status quo. Since the changes are going 10 happen anyway, teachers need to be

aware of the characteristics of resistance in an effort to combat as many of them as they

can.

Stress

Even without the threat of Job security, older teachers are more susceptible to stress.

They are in midlife and midcareer and the natural stresses of life are enough to Intensify

the natural reluctance to change. Their children are getting older and may be entering

l.IlIverslty, a time of increased financial demands. This is especially true as there have

been few financial gains for teachers In the past number of collective agreements. These

teachers have often been at the same job lor a long time and are naturally prone to a

loss of molivation and a levelling ofl of pertOl'mance. Teachers who have taught the

same courses for many years may have reduced flexibility and openness. Maybe the

changes being (orced on educators today should be looked at as more of 8 challenge.

Too many teachers get In ruts and are unable to see any other way. Unfortunately, force

is not an effective way to get people to change.
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To create a more conducive atmosphere for change of this magnitude the process for

enacting the change needs to be anatyzed. Hteachers were included, in some way, in

this process for change, they may not feel as alienated. Not knowi1g what will happen,

and having a sensa of Impending doom hanging over every teacher contributes 10 the

high levels of stress experienced by teachers.

If teachers could be Included In the Information chain in the district, it would herp

considerably. Looking at tho Calgary Board of Education's situation provides one model.

The Calgary leachers were kept up 10 dale b~' their board. From the very beginning they

knew what was happening, how they may be affected, where they could get more

Information, and where they could get help in coping with the impending job losses.

Habit

Change In habit causes resistance among teachers. This was reported as a serious

effect of teacher cuts at one primary/elementary school. Many teachers had to move to

new classrooms so the number of students in their classes could be accommodated. The

teachers thought this was terrible. They had been in that particular room ever since the

school had been built. Moving was devastating. In high schools teachers who have to

change or add new courses resist, too. This adds cOflsiderably to their workload as

preparation for new courses takes a lot of lime. Change usually means work.
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Fear

Another cause for resistance. which is also associated with adding new courses to a

teacher's schedule, Is fear. Feelings 01 insecurity and inadequacy may be brought on by

fear. The teacher wonders If he/she can handle all that Is expected of hlmlher. this may

be especially evident in teachers who have been reassIgned 10 new schools. They may

not know any people on the new slaff and concerns about aU new students, siaff and

area will compound the fear. Another side of this is the facl thai the new leacher may

be laking the Job of a teacher who had been on slafl at thai school for some lime. There

may be resentment on the part of teachers already working there towards the new

teacher who has displaced their colleague. The new tef\cher would be anticipating many

of these feelings and fear would quite likely be experienced. One teacher commented

on two of Ihese issues, resentment and inadequacy.

• resentment can develop (Ner who gels what fob. so morale win suffer
• numbers in classes will increase and reaching in areas may not be as effective
• teachers may be teaching In areas where they don't feet as confident. adequate.
etc. as they should.

Lack ot Support

One more contributing factor to resistance to change is found in energetic. enthusiastic

leachers who get involved in many activities and then learn that their projects have been

cancelled because of llnanclal restraint, or they get tittle moral supporl from other staff

members. A similar situaliOll now exisls in Green Bay. The board has been actively

promoting the School Improvement Program and every school has been involved. There

is a district program co-ordinator who has been hired especially for School Improvement.
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Teachers in the district agree that this is vital for all schools. Each school has a School

Improvement Team of two to four members, depending on the size of the school. When

the layoff notices were distributed in May 1995, seven members of school improvement

learns had been laid off or moved 10 another school. These teachers were dedicated to

improving their school, 10 making it a betler place for their students and themselves.

They would no longer be a part of the process of working 10 improve that school.

One aU-grade school principal said:

II would be better if you could keep your learn In place over the years. How can
you improve a school if you are continually losing staff or having changes made
you can do absolutely nolhlng about.

He was very frustrated that each year someone on his Schoollmprovemenl Team had

been removed from his school. These teachers have received training in the School

Improvement Process so they can help the school. Each member lost means a bump

in the road to successful school Improvement.

A teacher in 8 larger high school had a similar concern. The leacher said:

Very difficult to think of school Improvement and being part of a team when the
players change so often. Similar to the NHl, you don'! know who plays where, or
why, or since when. Can't associate yourself with anything stable.

Involvement In the Process

Teachers who feel they are part of the decision making process are less likely to resist

change. Unfortunately, the changes being made in the Green Bay Integrated School
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District are being mandated by the Provincial Government who dictates late each winter

how many teachers the district will have fO( the following year. As part of the Green Bay

Integrated School Board's policy, the superintendent goes to a Board Staffing Advisory

Committee, conslstng of two board members, one principal and one teacher. The

committee is told how mSlly positions are to be lost in the district and asked 10 make

recommendations about how to remove the leaching units from the schools. They are

provided with Information about the schools' enrolments, how units were lost in the past,

and other pertinent information. A copy of information given 10 the committee is in

Appendix 8. If the committee cannot come up with a soluUon, the superintendent is

Invited 10 offer possible scenarios. This commillee will approve any course of acllon to

be laken. Then the superintendent, using the teachers' collective agreement, and

suggestions from principals about programs they could cut, decides which positions wltl

go in the particular schoofs.

Teachers feel very removed from the process, having lillie opportunity for input about how

their schools will be affected. The Green Bay Integrated School District Superintendent

suggested thaI teachers do have input, bul only if they are included in the process by

their principals. Dr, Moss says he informs each principctl as soon as he knows units will

be taken from that school. He gives the principal Ume to consider how he would

accommodate the loss, It Is up to the actual principal how much the staff is included in

Ihe decision making process, Some schools discuss the priorities of certain programs

and courses 10 their students, Other principals go through the decision making process
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alone, risking feelings of alienation from their slaff when they afe unhappy with his

choices. Teachers also resent the way the Government arbitrarily makes decisions

without consideration for the education 01 the province's youth. One teacher said he finds

himself losing enthusiasm after seeing what the government's attitude is towards teachers'

efforts.

Paral's (1988) explanation of the Calgary School Board case illustrates ways to include

staff at all levels in decisions about teacher redundancy and layoffs. Law (1993) also

says thai teachers want to be equal partners in the change process. The responding

teachers inlhe Green Bay Integrated School District, so lar, have not been given the

opportunity 10 be actively involved in the moves to eliminate forty teachers from their

schools.

Plans for the Future

Joint Service

As Superintendent, Dr. larry Moss, has to plan for the future, and the expectation that

twenty-seven more teachers could be lost in 1996-97. In 1994·95 there were eighteen

schools in the Green Bay Integrated School District. There were four joint service

schools, two with Roman Catholic Boards and two with the Pentecostal School Board.

The primary/elementary school in Burlington is administered by the Pentecostal Board

and the other three joint service schools are administered by the Green Bay Integrated

School District. Or. Moss has entered into discussions with the Pentecostal Board about
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the possibility of more joint services in the Robert's Arm-Triton area. It is reasonable to

expect in the future Ihat many suggestions made in the restructuring documents

presented 10 the Department of Education, will be done voluntarily by the area's three

school boards. With overall declining enrolments and leacher cutbacks educators are

being forced to make changes.

Discussions between the different school boards do not always bring about the necessary

changes, Some school boards are reluclant to let go of their schools, no matter how

small, or how much better an education their students may receivG in a joint service

school. This has certainly come to light in the discussion revolving around the

referendum on changing Term 17 of the Charter of Rights which would change the way

schools are organized in Newfoundland. The churches would no longer have direct

involvement in the organization and administration of the schools.

School Closures

The Green Bay Integrated School District has scaled down its operation considerably over

the past twenty-five years. In 1971 there were forty-six schools. Many were closed and

amalgamated with others. Even in 1992-93 three schools were closed, and another two

in 1993-94. This has been seen as an option for reductions, but only when it is

impractical to operate the school and it is acceptable 10 bus students 10 neighbouring

schools. Dr. Moss believes the district has only one other school that may be considered

for closure and a joint service with the Pentecostal Board is being investigated for thai
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area. The remaining schools are considered viable, are 100 far from larger schools 10

permit bussing, or are Isolated on lslands.

All of these losses in teaching units have occurred at a time when the luture 01 the Green

Bay Integrated School District hflS been up In the air. Dr. Moss explained the history,

beginning in 1986 with the Warren - Roebothan Report which suggested that by 1991 any

Integrated Boards that had fewer than 200 students registered in kindergarten be

assessed for viability. At the time, this was the case in the Green Bay Integrated School

District. Then the Royal Commission on Education in 1992 also recommended the

dismantling of the Green 8a~ Integrated School District. Other boards have been

successfully amalgamated. while some have not, but no moves have been made in Green

Bay - il is just expected at any time (Moss, 1995). When the amalgamation eventually

occurs, a cut in the number of administrative positions may prevent more teaching units

from being lost. This would be a definite advantage for the schools in the Green Bay

area.

While waiting for the anticipated amalgamation, the board's business must continue as

normal. Long range plans for programs, such as School Improvement, Resource Based

Learning, and Computer Education have 10 be lostered, so students do not suiter amidst

the continuing turmoil of teacher losses.
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The loss of the 2% regulalloo at the end cllhe 1996·97 school year, and a continuous

decline In student enrolment In the Green Bay Integrated School District have had

slgn~lcant effects on the teachers and students. Students have less choice of courses

In their schools, with small schools offering only sufficient courses to permit graduallon.

Larger schools are dropping optional courses which gave students an opportunity 10 study

areas of interest. Some of these courses provide useful malerlal to help students'

development and become belief citizens.

It is predicted that In the near future, if leacher lay efts are not curtailed, high school

students in small schools may have to leave home and live in other communities where

they can get the courses they need to graduate. Not all schools will be able to offer a

full high school program. Another option, now being used by four of the district's eight

high schools, is Distance Education, Schools can offer courses for a small number of

students with instruction being provided by teachers outside their community through

telephones, conference calls, and facsimile machines.

Teachers are experiencing many changes because of the loss of teachers. Their classes

have more students, and they teach more Courses than before, some of which they have

never taught before. There are fewer preparation classes and teachers feel less Inclined

to take part In extracurricular activilies in their schools, They do not have much time to

devote to these activities because of an increased course road, and many have spent a

rot of years doing these things and have had enough. Another reason for spending less
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lime with after school projects is teachers do not feel they afe appreciated by the

students, or their employer. Since it Is completely voluntary. more and more teachers afe

saying no to requests lor help with extracurricular activities.

Teachers are concerned about job security and do not know from year 10 year if they will

have employment This has impacted negatively on teacher morale. Teachers would

also like 10 be included more in the decision making process, as the board determines

which schools will lose positions and the school administration decides which courses will

be cut. By being part of the process, teachers may belter understand the way decisions

are made and accepllhe verdict more readily.

It Is expected thai more teacher layoHs will occur in 1996-97, that the Green Bay

Integrated School District will be amalgamated with a larger central Newfoundland board

in the next few years, and that more sharing between different denominational schools

will be necessary to ensure all students have access to the best educational opportunity

possible. Without more sharing, students will not have as comparable an education with

students in other parts of the province.

This study provides a snapshot of one school district in the Province of Newfoundland

and Labrador. Since no two school districts have the same geographical and

demographic circumstances, or have lost twenty per cent of their teaching force, the

intent of this study is not to generalize about school districts and teacher losses. It does
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make clearer the situation in this district and points to areas which need 10 be addressed

to ensure the quality of education for students and the well being oJ the leaching force.

It would not be unreasonable 10 suspect that teacher layoffs and school closures in other

districts will have some similar effects to the situation in the Green Bay Integrated School

District.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Green Bay Integrated School District has been hit hard with declining student

enrolment and teacher redundancy. The district's teacher losses had been protected by

the 2% regulation which had been part of the teachers' collective agreement since 1979.

With its removal in 1994, Green Bay had two years to phase out the thirty-live teachers

it had in hold back. At the same time student enrolments were dropping and more

teachers had 10 be taken from classrooms. Over the two year period, 1994-95 and 1995

96, forty leaching units were losl, as well as one assistant superintendent's position. In

1996-97 It is expected that the district could lose an additional twenty-seven teachers,

eighteen of whom are currently in hold back from the 2% regulation and nine more

resulting of declining enrolments.

Summary of Findings

The high school teachers in this study have been negatively affected by Ihis reduction in

their numbers. The youngest teachers lost their jobs because most layoffs involve

teachers with the lewest years of seniority. Remaining teachers have had to take on

more subjects, heavier course loads, larger classes, and more pressure to tak.e

responsibility for extracurricular activities. This is happening as the teaching force in

Green Bay are beyond mid-career. In 1995, fifty per cent of the teachers in the Green

94
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Bay Integrated School District were over forty. With the possibility of twenty-seven more

teachers losing their jobs in 1996-97, the seventeen per cant (fifteen teachers) under

twenty-nine years of age, have little chance of maintaining their positions unless they

have specialist training. Thirty-three per cent (thirty Il:l8chers) are between thirty and

thirty-nine years of age and many of these teachers will lose jobs, or be affected by the

reassignment of other teachers. With an expected leaching force of around 139 in 199&

97, the percentage of teachers over forty will be even higher.

Another significant finding emerging from the dala is the low level of teacher morale

among these teachers. With an aging teaching population and more job losses pending,

this situation is likely 10 cootinue. Students are affected as there are fewer course options

in their schools, especially in the smaller schools where only the minimal requirements

for graduation are now available. These small schools have more classes doubled up

and some courses are available to them only through distance education. Bussing to

other schools, at considerable distance, seems inevitable for the schools not on the two

islands in the district.

Students in the larger schools are losing the optional courses they enjoyed. Difficult

choices have to be made by adm inislra!ors when they are told that their schools will lose

leaching units. Most often they have chosen to cut courses nol taken by many students

nor required for graduation. As a result. students will have fewer choices and a less
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varied program. In other words, schools afe reverting to a time when concentration was

on the three R's.

Another negative effect has been a reduction in extracurricular aclivities available 10

students in the district's schools. In some cases this is due 10 a decline in the student

population of the school and insufficient numbers to offer some programs. As well,

teachers are feeling more stress, resulting from job insecurity and low morale, thus fewer

numbers afe participating in extracurricular activities. With more teacher reductions

looming, !his can be expected to be the scenario in most high schools in the district. This

trend is likely to continue with negative implications for the quality of educational

programming in this area.

Recommendations

There are no easy solutions for thg problems created in the Green Bay Integrated School

District because of the loss of forty teachers. There has been no option - the

Government has dictated that this action be laken. There are some ways, however, that

the effects of such a loss can be softened.

The teachers in the district need to be involved in the solution. Al the presenl time, only

one teacher and one principal are actually pari of the District Staffing Committee which

decides which schools will lose teachers. As the current literature indicates, teachers

would appreciate being a bigger part of the decision making process. Of course, at the
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school level the same situation exists. Principals are not required 10 Include their staff

in the decisions about staffing in the school. Teachers' careers and futures are in

jeopardy and the uncertainly each year adds to their already high level of anxiety.

Even if teachers are not included in the decision making process, they should be infanned

about the situation on an on-going basis. This is a very stressful lime for all teachers,

even those who assume they will not lose their jobs. They will be affected when their

class size increases. their courses change, and their preparation time is decreased.

Another area which needs be considered is the low staff morale. The cuts in teacher

numbers cannol be avoided. The district has had to make some very difficult decisions,

affecting over eighty teachers in two years. This has had a devastating effect on teacher

morale in the schools in the district and there does not appear 10 be any improvement in

sight as more teaching units will be lost in 1996-97. The Green Bay Integrated School

District, as employer of the teachers. must realize the severity of this morale problem.

The students of the district will suffer accordingly if steps are not taken to try and improve

the morale of the teachers in the schools. Perhaps. in conjunction with the Newfoundlan d

and Labrador Teachers' Association and its Employee Assistance Program. the district

could offer sessions to help teachers cope with the stresses of the fob losses. The low

morale is permeating the staffrooms and classrooms of the district. The first priority

should be the education of the students but at the present lime this may be

overshadowed by the job insecurity and low morale of teachers.
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There will be fewer district staff to assist classroom teachers, and most schools will have

only one teacher leaching a particular subject. The district should provide opportunitIes

for teachers to get together with others in the area to discuss common courses and

concems. Special Interest Councils. sponsored by the Newfoundland and Labrador

Teachers' Association. provide such opportunities once a year for teachers in the

province. This could be augmented by district sponsored Inservices which would be more

convenIent for teachers 10 anend. Also. district teachers lend 10 have much more In

common, coming from the same geographical area willI similar students' backgrounds.

Conclusions

The high school teachers in Green Bay are well educated, experienced teachers. They

afe concerned about their students' education and they value extracurricular activitIes.

Their professionalism is evident in their interest in their students and schools. Their

concern is not just for their jobs, even lhough this cannot be overlooked when teachers

who have worked up to nineleen years are being reassigned 10 posilions in communities

miles from home.

Students are being affected by the loss of leachers. They are still receiving a good

educalion from lheir qualified teachers, but t:-;ere are fewer courses to choose from, and

their classes are gelting larger and larger. They cannol partIcipate in as many

extracurricular activities.
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This study reveals that the loss of forty teachers has had a damaging effect on teachers'

morale and their sense of insecurity. Future studies could be done on the specific effects

of low morale on students and teachers.

Whether or not these effects have been devastating, drastic, or detrimentalls detennlned

by whose perspective is taken. For students in small schools ij has been detrimental.

Their schools will have difficulty offering sufficient courses ~ programs like small schools

allotments do not make allowances for the large number of teacher losses. In larger

schools, sludeots will stitl have access to a full spectrum of courses, bUI, their choices are

narrowing as optional courses are eliminated. All students' access 10 extracurricular

activities is being affected. There is less selection in this area, 100.

For teachers, the effects of the loss of forty positions has been eXlreme. Teachers have

seen their numbers decline. Their colleagues are losing lheir Jobs and very few feel their

own jobs are secure. Morale Is suffering and teachers are likely to experience more

negative feelings as more pos~ions are lost in the coming year.

The Green Bay Integraled School District may be amalgamated with a larger School

Board at any time due 10 Ihe provincial gov8l'nmenl's reslructuring scheme. As Green

Bay's student enrolment continues to decline, the teachers still employed by the board

will become part of a much larger organizatioo in the very near future. For now, the
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teachers will continue to do the besl they can for their students in a time of uncertainty

for their jobs, their school, and their school district.
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QUESTIONNAIRE

PrincIpal

CONFIDENTIAL

Spring 1995

As part of my thesis for a Masters Degree In Educational Leadership I am doing a
questionnaIre on the actual, perceived and predicted effocts of the loss of teachers from
the Green Bay Integrated School District in the school years: 1994-95 and 1995-96.

I would appreciate your time to complete the following survey.

1. School: _

2. Your level of education (using the teachers' salary scale as a guide). Check one
answer,

_ a) lower than fourth grade
_ b) fourth grade
_ cJ fifth grade
_ d) sixth grade
_ e) seventh grade

3. At University, what was your major? _

minor? _

4. At what stage of your teaching career are you? Check one answer indicating
number of years you have been leaching.

_ a) fewer than 5 years
_ b) between 6 and 10 years
_ c) between 11 and 15 years
_ d) between 16 and 20 years
_ e) between 21 and 25 years
_ f) 26 years or more
_ g) now eligible for retirement



5. Which grades do you leach? Check. as many as necessary.

_Kdg. or Gr. 1 Grade 2 Grade 3

Grade 4 Grade 6 Grade 6

Gradel Grade 8 Grade 9

Levell Level 11 level 111

6. Please list all Grades and subjects you teach. F-or example:

105

Grade 7 Social Studies Geography 3202

7. Number of students enrolled in your school n 1994-95__

8. Number of teaching units at your school in 1994-95 _

9. NlI'Tlber of leaching lflits lost at the end of 1994-95__

10. Number of leaching unils you will lose lor 1995·96 __
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11 . How have you been affected by the loss of teaching slaff?
Check all applicable responses.

_ a) had more courses 10 teach in 1994-95 than 1993-94

_ b) had new course(s) which you had never laught before
_ c) had classes with more students than previous years

_ d) had fewer unscheduled classes than previous years
_ e) had less lime to carry out administrative duties
_ f) more day duty
_ g) you have spent more time with co-curricular activities such as aftar school

sports, drama, ele.
_ h) you have spent less time with co-curricular activities
_ i) no change
_D olhe' _

12. How do you expect to be affected by the loss 01 another position at your school
for 1 995·96?

13. Please list any course:.. which were discontinued at your school for the 1994·95
school year.
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14. Which of those courses were discontinued because of the loss of teaching units
al your school?

15. Will the loss of more teachers for the 1995·96 school year mean more courses will
have to be discontinued?

_a) yes _b)no

If yes, please lisllhe courses which will be considered for cuts.

16. Do you share teacl1ers with other schools?

_a) yes _b)no

f7. If yes, comment briefly on arrangements that have been made,

18. Have you created half-time leaching positions at your school?

_a) yes _b)no
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19. It yes, indicate your reaction to the effect of half-time units al your school. Choose
as many as you feel appropriate.

half·tlme units have provided a compromise, permitllng courses to be
maintained

half-time units prevented more teachers from losing lheir jobs
hail-lime units complicate tlmetabling/schedullng

half-time units complicate day duty, by requiring lull-time teachers to do
more duty

you would prefer nollo have halt-time teachers
othar'--- _

20. How have leacher reductions affected morale at your school? Please comment:
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21. Please comment on how you thInk your school Is being affected by lhese teacher
reductions?

22. How do you feel about the School Improvement Program and its effect on your
school? Check the appropriate answers.

_ a) you are on your school's School Improvement Committee and think it Is a

worthwhile process
_ b) you are on your school's School Improvement Commillee and think il is

NOT a beneficial process
_ c) you think the School Improvement Program is a necessity for all schools

_ d) you think the School Improvement Program is okay and it might do some

good
_ a) you think the School Improvement Program is another bandwagon and the

novelty will wear off in a few years

_ f) you think the Schoollmprovemen' Program is okay. but you do not wanllo

actively take part
_ g) you think the School Improvement Program is a lotal waste of tima and sea

no possible benefits for you or your school
_ h) school's participation should be voluntary
_ i) other _
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Questionnaire

Teacher Spring 1995

As part of my thesis for 8 Masters Degree in Educational leadership I am doing a

questionnaire on the nctual, perceived and pred'lCted effects of the loss of teachers in the
Green Bay Integrated School District in the school years 1994-95 and 1995-00.

I woold appreciate your time to complete the following survey.

1. SChool' _

2. Your lever of education (using the teachers' salary scale as a guide). Check one
answer.

_ a) lower than fourth grade

_ b) fourth grade

_c) fifth grade

_d)'beth grade
_ e) seventh grade

3. At University, what was your major? _

minor? _
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4. At what stage of your teaching career are you? Check one answer Indicating
number of years you have been teaching.

_ a) fewer than 5 years
_ b) between 6 and 10 years
_ c) between 11 and 15 years
_ d) between 16 and 20 years
_ e) between 21 and 25 years
_ f) 26 years or more
_ g) now eligible for retirement

5. Which grades do you leach? Check as many as necessary.

_ Kdgn. or Gr. 1 _ Grade 2 Grade 3

Grade 4

_Grade?

Levell

GradeS

GradeS

Level 11

Gratle6

Grade 9

Level 111

6. Please list all Grades and subjects you leach. For example:

Grade 7 Social Studies Geography 3202
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7. Did your school lose teachers at the end of the 1993-94 school year?

_a) yes _b)no

8. If yes to question #7. how were you affected by the loss?

_ a) had more cou rses to teach In 1994-95 than 1993·94

_ b) had new course(s) which you had never laught before

_ c) had classes with more students than previous yeals

_ d) had fewer unscheduled classes than previous years

_ e) more day dUly

_ f) have spent more time with co-curricular activities such as after school

sports. drama. etc.

_ g) have spenlless Urns at co-curricular activilies

_ h) nol affected

_i) olher _

9. Have teacher reductions affected teacher morale al your school? Please
comment.

10. With further staff reductions, do you feel your job Is secure? Please comment.
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11. Please comment lurther on how yOIJ think your school is affected by teacher
reductions?

12. How do you feel about the School Improvement Program and its aileet on your
school? Check the appropriate answers.
_ a) you are on your school's School Improvement Committee and think il is a

worthwhile process
_ b) you are on your school's School Improvement Committee and think ills

NOT a beneficial process
_ cj you think the School Improvement Program is a necessity for all schools

_ d) you think the School Improvement Program is okay and it might do some

good
_ e) you think the School Improvement Program is another bandwagon and the

novelty will wear off In a few years
_ f) you think the School Improvement Program is okay, but you do not want to

actively taka part
_ g) you think the School Improvement Program is alatal waste of time and see

no possible benefits for you or your school
_ h) school's participation should be voluntary
_I) olher _
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P.O. Box 785
Springdale, NF
AOJ1TO

April 4, 1995

Dr. G.L. Moss
Superintendent of Education
Green Bay Integrated School District
P.O.Box 550
Springdale, NF
AOJ1TO

Dear Dr. Moss:

I am now starting my thesis for a Masle~s Degree in Educational Leadership. The
working title of my paper is The effects of the loss of forty teachers In the Green Bay
Integrated School District for the school years: 1994-95 and 1995-96.

I need to survey and interview principals and teachers in high schools and all-grade
schools in the district. May J have your perm Ission 10 conduct the necessary surveys and
interviews in lhese schools? If you would like to preview the questionnaires beforehand
I will be preased to provide you with copies.

Would it be possible for me 10 speak to the principals for five minutes at your principals'
meeting on April11? This will give me an opportunity to explain what I will be doing and
the lime frame involved. I will distribute the questionnaires in mid May, visit schools
within two weeks to pick them up, and have informal intelViews with principals and staff
members. These intelViews will be done during their lunch break and after schooL

I would also like to intelView you to gain an insight regarding the School Board's position
on these cuts. I will cont9.ct you in late May to set up an appointment, at your
convenience.

I am looking forward to doing this research. It will be most interesting to Investigate the
impact of such drastic cuts in the number of teachers in Green Bay High Schools.

Thank you for your attention to my request.

Yours truly,

Patricia C. MacDonald
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P.O.Box 785
Springdale, NF
AQJ1TO

April 24, 1995

Dear PrincipalS and Teachers:

The purpose of this leiter is to provide you wlth information regardil')g a study I am
conducting centred around declining enrolments, teacher redundancy, fiscal restraint, and
the loss of the 2% clause.

I am working on a thesis for the completion of my Maslers of Education degree in
Educational Leadership at Memorial University of Newfoundland, under the guidance of
Dr. Brian Taylor. The focus of the thesis is the study of the effects of the previously
mentioned factors on the Green Bay Integrated School District.

Your participation in this study would involve the completion of a questionnaire which will
take about fjfteen minutes of your time. I will also be visiting your school at which tima
I will appreciate your commants and opinions regarding thesa issues. White your
cooperation would be extremely helpful. it Is strictly voluntary.
I can assure you that all data will be dealt with as group data, to be held in the strictest
confidence.

Your agreement 10 participate in the study would be greatly appreciated. Should you
have any questions concerning the questlonnalre, please feel free to contact me.

Thank you for your lime and cooperation.

Yours truly,

Patricia C. Macdonald
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GREEN SA Y INTEGRATED SCHOOL DISTRICT
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PROJECTED ENROLLMENT STATISTICS 1995 - 96

and

PRESENT TEACHER ALLOCATIONS 1994·95
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~Jl~;~~~~.J_~~~~~;
199G-91 1991-92 1992-93 1993-94 1994-96

Beotbuk 24 24.5 24.5 24 22

Cape John 14 15 15 15 14.5

Dorset 11 11 11 11 15.5

Grant 21.5 21 21 21 I'

H. L. Sirong 6.5 6.5 6.5 L

Long Is. 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9·

St. Peter's 9 8.5·

Valmont 19 19 18.5 18.5 11.5

Blackmore 4 3.5

Crescent 4.25 3.5

Peckford

Deckwood 4 3.5

Hillside 13 13 13 13 12

Indian River 18 11 11 11 15

R.T. Harvey 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5

Ricketts 5.5 5.5 5.5 5.5

Bayview

Greenwood

• Exdudn S~cial AlIoc.:&lion of 0.5 units 199J·9S
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o I T01 i
'0 295i
10 1891

B I 123.

12 237 l.

H. I.. Strong 3 f",,,;~ 2 2 3 ".~. 4 3 6 2 3 32

LonglslandAcad ~~':-; 9 6 4 7 5 716 I 5 9 82

St. Peter's 5 13 10 11 10 10 8 14 J 9 11 I 6 5 '20

236

'8

19

56 I

26 i
291
92

225 !
"'

151

"1B

Valmont 16 19 14 17 9 15 23 29 22116 17 22 17

Blackmore 5 11 8 I
Creletnt il",: 8 9 3- .

Peckford 15 '0 9 '6 '6 '0 '6 ':. ';" :.,!!I~\

Oeckwcod B 4 1 6 4 • 6 '.,;1.'.;
(Penaca.wl , , , 4 , 4 ,
Hillside 18 221 20 11 30 22 22

Indian RIver 31 30 3' 26 30 36 32 "S'"

R. T. HelVey 20 23 20 8 21 9 13

RIcketts 7 9 7 12 3 13 1

Bayview 5 2 3

Greenwood 5 I 3

:-e
TOTALS

T
1·

TI' 1
2

1 /'
5 5 3· S 8 7 0 6 0
3 0 0 G 3 4 5 3
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"., 'STAFFALLOCATlONS;.1994'- 95

School Sp TMH Guld I AdmIn IRegular I Total
Needs Units Units

Beothuk 0.5 2 17 22;5.'

Cape John 0.5 2 9.5 1'5"· .

Dorset 1.5 0.5 2 11 16

Grant 2 0.5 2 1. 19.5

H. L. Strong 0.5 5.5

Long Is. Acad. 0.5 6.5 9

St. Peter's 7 !l

Valmont 0.5 12.5 18

Blackmore "'. '3. :

Crescent 0.5 '1. ·4:5

Peckford ." 7

Deckwood 0.5 3.5

Hillside 2 , 12

Indian River 2' 11 17

R. T. Harvey 0.5 8.5

Ricketts 5

Bayview 2

Greenwood I

TOTALS 20 I 6.5 I 5 I 25 121.5 I 178
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COMPARISON. PRESENT AND PROJECTED ENROLLMENT, 1994-95, 1995·96

School Community Sent. 1994 S80t.1995 Difference

Beothuk Bale Verte 299 295 -4

Cape John La Scla 197 189 -8

Dorset Plltey's Is. 193 195 ... ..2

Grant Springdale 293 237 -16

H. L. Strong Uttle Bay Is. 32 32 0

Long Is. Aced. Beaumont 92 82'. -10

St. Peter's Westport 117 120 .. 3

Valmom King's Pt. 250 23~ -14

Blackmore Pilley'S Is. 32 >. 26 .. -6

Crescent Robert's Arm 41 29 -12

Peckford Triton 90 .92 "'; .. 2

Deckwood ~oodstock 48 ·42 ',' -6

Hillside La Scle 158 "5,' -7

Indian River Springdale 218 225 .. 7

R. T. Harvey Baie Verte 115 ,.14 -1

Ricketts Seat Cove 57 58 .. 1

Bayview Nipper's Hr. '8 19 .."
Greenwood Burllnoton 19 18 -1

:.':f~':· ,.",',. ,,' "',' ....
TOTALS ;:~}9 2160 I -69
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